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ANALYSIS

Fears and Solutions
VEN the dullest now understand that it is important whether
Germany is armed or unarmed ; neutral, or allied to one
side or the other. Yet this was considered a subject which only
interested “ pro-Germans,” so short a time ago as March last,
when The European was first published. A hope therefore
exists that even the British Foreign Office may eventually grasp
the gravity of this question — on which side will Germany fight
if war comes in a few years’ time ? Such comprehension must
bring a revolutionary change in the policy of that strange
institution, which, so far, could not have been better adapted —
if it had been a purposeful design, rather than a medley of flippant
impulses — to the insane end of persuading the Germans to fight
on the side of the Russians. Fortunately, Germans exist who value
Europe more than they resent personal experiences : the present
and constant preoccupation with this subject of Sir Winston
Churchill, President Eisenhower, the French and the Russian
Governments (reflected in almost every speech and official declara
tion now delivered) will also tend to lift this great topic from the
political nursery of spiteful children, to which it was consigned
by the vanity and silliness o f some Tory Ministers and the nervous
hysteria of the new school of diplomats. (Cannot Sir Winston
Churchill find some other occupation for these petulant prima
donnas ; as when Lord Chatham used to explain that he was
concerned with minor matters o f war and peace, while grave affairs
o f patronage were entrusted to the Duke of Newcastle — and
“ bowed so low that you could see his nose between his knees ” 7)
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France and Russia Fear Germany Armed, While America and
England Fear Germany Unarmed
In the maze of the German argument it is possible to trace certain
facts, which point through present fears to future solutions :
France and Russia fear Germany armed, while America and
England fear Germany unarmed. Although France and Russia
are on different sides in the modem world, they fear Germany
for the same reason ; they have both felt the weight of German
arms. In face of that fear it is almost certain that no agreement
with Russia is possible, on the basis of incorporating an armed
Germany into the Western system ; insistence on such a prior
condition will simply prevent effective negotiations. The reluctance
of France to ratify the E.D.C. arrangement is also likely to continue,
at least until America and England are willing to provide a balance
to German power by participating in European defence to a far
greater extent than they are yet willing to do. In itself, this
situation means deadlock, without considering the opposite fear
of America and England, which freezes still harder these muddy
waters. The dilemma of the Americans and the English is even
more difficult to resolve by accepted methods ; they want to arm
Germany for two reasons — they do not like the idea of fighting
the Russians without German aid ; they like still less the prospect
of German industrial competition in time of peace, if their
industries are loaded with heavy armament charges and German
industries are free from such burdens. To these perplexities is
added the fact that Germany will never rest quiet in the inferior
position of the one unarmed country ; even the Russians must
realise, after their Berlin experience, that their proposed continuance
of the Potsdam policy could not last for five minutes. If all these
difficulties are considered in combination, it seems scarcely fair
to tax the abilities of Lord Salisbury with their solution. It may
well be that within the limits of tradition and humdrum, the
problem is insoluble : we may yet have to enter the realm of fantasy
to find a new reality.
Mr. Attlee and Disarmament
In terms of reality, what remains — except for everyone to dis
arm ? This is the policy to which the West will be driven in the
end, and it is better to move now towards this conclusion, calmly
4
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and deliberately, rather than later to be blown pell-mell towards
it by the winds of confusion. That is why we have urged that not
only free elections, but also general disarmament, should be the
declared policy of the West (again our issue of the 1st July stressed
“ the alternative, German unity and freedom within general dis
armament ”). What response to this situation comes from the
parties and the politicians ? In the absence of the Prime Minister
we expect little from the dull splutter of conservatism ; Mr. Attlee,
however, may not be jet-propelled, but at least his engine ticks over.
In the debate of 22nd July, he won applause from his rank and file
(and once more repelled the insidious assault of the dreary gang
which besets his leadership) by declaring that “ it was no good
proposing by itself that Germany should be kept down to a low
level of armaments. That would be possible only with a reduction
of armaments all round.” It is true that he did not get far in
constructive proposal, and that he added to the darkness by
doubting how “ free German elections and a free German
Government. . . was going to fit in in Europe ! ” In this he
reflected his Party’s phobia concerning the German people, which
would always unfit them for the task of uniting Europe — but he
did at least realise, however dimly, that a wider and a greater policy
was necessary to meet this crisis than the rigid formalities of Con
servatism’s prim little men. Mr. Butler’s contribution to the same
debate (“ we were honestly doing our best all round. He could
give this assurance but he could not foretell the future ”) was above
the usual level, but was not quite so definite as the declaration
of the late Mr. W. Bridgeman (he was First Lord of the Admiralty
and a Baldwinian worthy) that the policy of the Conservative Party
was “ truth, protection, and the Ten Commandments
How Far Can Disarmament Go ? Western or Russian Initiative ?
Which nation will cut the knot of the armament tangle with a
decisive initiative ? — What are the technical possibilities ? —
How far can disarmament go ? — How would a far-reaching
disarmament affect the equilibrium of the world ? These are the
questions which press for an answer when disarmament becomes
the only alternative to deadlock. If. the Western powers hesitate
long enough, even the Russians may seize the initiative; though
the experience of recent years suggests that a clear and positive
initiative is a psychological impossibility for Russian statecraft.
S
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It is true that they have made proposals during the protracted
shadow boxing of previous disarmament discussions, but the
impression of ordinary humanity has been that neither side was so
far serious in this matter. Yet, “ sharp is the glance of necessity ”
said Schiller, and disarmament becomes a practical necessity when
it is dear that nothing else will work. What then are the relative
advantages and disadvantages to each side of a great measure
of disarmament ? To those who genuinely seek security it appears
plain that the more complete is the disarmament, the more definite
is the security. Modern states cannot be over-run except by
armies equipped , with modern arms. Some timid old people
may imagine that hordes of barbarous Slavs might invade civilised
Europe at any moment, with ploughshares rapidly beaten into
swords ; but, in practice, it does not work out like that. In a war
of improvised weapons the highly industrial states would have an
advantage, at least in repelling invasion. To exaggerate this argu
ment for the purpose of illustration — if it came to a war of sporting
guns and motor bicycles, it is reasonably certain that the Germans
alone could stop the Russians ; they are quicker thinking and
moving, better mechanics, better soldiers and better tacticians ;
on the other hand even the most suspicious and fearful of their
opponents could scarcely believe that the traditions of the German
General Staff would lead them to start a war with such equipment;
the English and the French are better adapted to enter light-heartedly
into such improvisation of weapons, if necessity ever compelled.
The conclusion seems ineluctable that a sufficient degree of dis
armament renders aggressive wars impossible. How far is it en
forceable by inspection and other devices ? — this is really the
crux of the matter, particularly in the obscure sphere of atomic
and hydrogenic weapons. Some concensus of opinion seems to
indicate. that inspection would be effective, if the claims of
sovereignty were sufficiently abated.
So
far from the evidence available it appears that the Americans
have gone much the furthest in definite offer of disarmament;
In fact, the magnaminity of their apparent readiness to abandon
the commanding atomic weapon — if it proved true under the test
of fact (and we believe it would) — is without precedent in world
history. It might be the decisive moment of this age, if acceptance
of this offer by a new Russian policy put this position to the te s t;
the urge of worid opinion to disarmament and peace would then
be overwhelming. For all these things negotiations are of para6
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mount necessity — and negotiations without previous conditions,
as Sir Winston Churchill originally suggested. From every stand
point the American fear of negotiations is irrational, and, in
extreme form, by a curious inversion, approaches defeatism ; why
be so frightened of the Russians? If negotiations succeed at the
first, second, or even the tenth attempt, a world disaster may be
averted. If they break down, they will have given opportunity
for a clear definition of positions, which will be the base of the
Western propaganda drive in the subsequent struggle, which is
likely to be more political than military. When Senator Knowland
says that “ no conference of heads of states should take place,
until we have real evidence that it will not be used by the Russians
as a propaganda sounding board,” we ask why he imagines that it
would be so used by the Russians and not by us ? If our propa
ganda were in the hands of men who understood how to appeal
to the European peoples, a breakdown of negotiations, after clear
definition of position, would be used by us for a propaganda drive
of overwhelming force. Away with this defeatism ; people still
live in Europe who are more than capable of mastering the Russians
in the art of mass persuasion — but the Foreign Office does not like
Americans to meet them.
Dr. Naumann’s Release, and the Position of the Foreign Office
Dr. Naumann has been released by order of the Federal Court
at Karlsruhe, on the grounds that there was “ no suspicion of
criminal intent ” . He has been more than six months in gaol
without trial, and his case has been subject to a protracted examina
tion, first by the British, and then by the German authorities. In
our opening number of March last we discussed this matter in
some detail, and described it as the “ crowning blunder ” of British
Administration in Germany. We believe that the action of the
Foreign Office in this matter makes more urgent than ever a
searching enquiry into the administration of that department.
Comment can add little to the facts, which are astonishing in the
light of the principles professed by British government. On 13th
January last Dr. Naumann and five others were arrested by Sir
Ivone Kirkpatrick, British High Commissioner in Germany,
under order of the Foreign Secretary, Mr. Eden. Kirkpatrick
promptly gave an interview to the Press, attacking the men whom
he held silent and defenceless in prison ; it was an ex parte
7
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statement assailing the characters of men against whom the British
Government insisted criminal charges might be brought; such
procedure is strictly forbidden by British law. According to the
New York Herald Tribune, Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick said that British
agents had uncovered evidence that the arrested men “ were plotting
to seize p o w e r W e commented in March “ If these words
meant anything they meant that they were planning a coup d’ita t ”
and asked — “ What is the evidence for that statement now ?
After six months of intensive enquiry by both British and German
authorities that question is answered by the Federal Court at
Karlsruhe ; “ there was no suspicion of criminal intent
The
British High Commissioner in Germany is now reduced to saying —
“ we find it difficult to understand on what grounds the court based
its decision
(It would have been better if they had understood
a little better what they were doing, before taking action which
violated every principle of English justice.) But the British
authorities can have no complaint whatever against this decision,
for a very plain reason ; under the powers they possessed they
could have tried Dr. Naumann themselves, if they had obtained
any effective evidence against him. Inadequate evidence, however,
in no way deterred Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick from attacking the men
whom he held in gaol, while he sought for evidence to formulate
a criminal charge. He continued to the New York Herald Tribune
— “ We are not completely certain what they were up to but it was
something dishonourable ”. We asked at the time — “ can we
know that something is dishonourable before we know what it is ? ”
— and subsequent experience underlines the force of that enquiry.
To round off this performance for the Press, as reported again
in the New York Herald Tribune, Kirkpatrick announced he was
going “ to lift the stone and see what was squirming underneath
The stone has now been very thoroughly turned over — quite
reversed, in fact — and it is not Dr. Naumann who is “ squirming
underneath ”.
Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick has now been made head of the Foreign
Office. He is a bumptious, silly little man, who, in this affair,
has made a very fine ass of himself: it is not difficult to guess
which of the leading donkeys in the present administration has
insisted on his promotion.
On the general principle involved, we revert to the question
which we put in our March issue : “ What are we, and what is
Europe, to think of a system of law which arrests men, holds them
8
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silent in gaol, denounces them to the public in terms best calculated
to prejudice their case, and then goes on a fishing expedition to
obtain from the victims, or anyone else, any evidence with which
they can be prosecuted ? Does anyone imagine that such a system,
imposed by the British authorities alone upon the whole German
people, will endure into an indefinite future ? And what will be
the effect of this crass blunder upon the union of Europe in face of
Russia ? ” Is this procedure defensible by any standard of civilised
states ? Happily the Foreign Office recently gave a clear answer
to this question. In a Parliamentary reply on the 1st April last,
the Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs explained that a
British subject had been visited in a Persian gaol by a member of
the Swiss Legation, and that representations had been made to
the Persian Government “ that this lengthy detention without
trial was contrary to the generally accepted practices of civilised
states
We pointed out in our June issue that “ as Dr. Naumann
was at that time not only held in prison without trial but
incommunicando by the Foreign Office, he could not solicit Swiss aid
to enquire in what particular the practices and civilisation of the
Foreign Office at present differ from those prevailing in Persia ” .
What redress have British subjects who have been traduced in
the course of this affair ? For instance, Dr. Adenauer, Chancellor
of Germany, suddenly announced to a world Press Conference
that Sir Oswald Mosley had in part financed the Naumann group ;
the latter at once denied this allegation. Six weeks later Dr. Dehler,
the German Minister of Justice, at another Press Conference,
dropped entirely the statement of the Chancellor, and substituted
the very different suggestion that Sir Oswald had permitted his
writings to be sold in Germany, so that the proceeds could be
devoted to the Naumann Movement (this, too, was denied). As
Dr. Naumann’s policies were also alleged by the Press to be supported
by the wealth of most of the industrial magnates of the Ruhr, it
appeared that the additional-assistance of a sale of literature would
scarcely be relevant, unless it was suggested that Sir O. Mosley’s
writings in German achieved a most remarkable sales record (in
fact, the circulation of his chief book in Germany was banned
by the British military authorities, as part of the education of the
Germans in the value of free speech and the democratic way of
life). Who put these German statesmen up to the loose
improvisation of these contradictory statements, which ended in
such absurdity ? — and for what purpose ? The whole story
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does much to increase the impression that anyone, in any country,
who, for any reason, is unpopular with British Government is
liable to be “ fixed ” by methods which have scant regard to the
traditional principles of honourable administration.
All these paltry manoeuvres of small-time politicians were seen
in their true perspective when, in Berlin (where it was a crime, the
Daily Mail suggested a few months ago, to belong in the West
Zone to an organisation called Europe A Nation) young men marched
to the breaking of Soviet tyranny with songs upon their lips, which
showed no lack of sympathy with Dr. Naumann and his friends.
From many quarters comes confirmation of the public opinion
poll published by the American authorities in Germany, four days
after the arrest of Dr. Naumann and his associates, which stated
that about half the population of Germany was prepared openly
to express opinions indicating such sympathies. In our August
issue we asked whether British government “ will continue to
suppress opinions or will grant, in practice, the freedom which they
profess in principle,” and urged liberty for the “ new European
idea ” in the organisation of a normal political party. The English
genius, on the field of action, once sought reconciliation after
battle — and, in the realms of thought, taught the world that ideas
can only be conquered by stronger ideas ; if that political genius
is lost, all may be lo s t; England has little else left.
EUROPEAN.
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THE INDUSTRIAL DILEMMA
OF THE WEST
by JORIAN JENKS
rather self-consciously, in the window of a village shop,
IT itsreposed,
drab hue contrasting with the garish colours of crude

toys and of those synthetic sweetmeats for which malnourished
youth seems to feel so irresistible a craving. The ticket announced
briefly—Child’s Shirt, 2/11. The remainder of the message was
conveyed by a tiny label sewn to the shirt itself — Fairylite. Empire
Made.
If it was the price — roughly that of a cotton pocket handkerchief
— that first caught the eye, it was the modestly suggestive description
that led the mind on into the realms of speculation. Fairylite ?—
poverty of materials masquerading as a virtue. The “ fairies ”—
Asian girls earning, in all probability, less in a month than most
English girls spend on their weekly hair-do. The Empire ?—
Bombay ? Singapore ? Hong Kong most likely. Anyway, some
where East of Suez. Who knows, or cares, these days, where the
Empire ends ?
And so from speculation to meditation. What is it that impels
the industrious folk of one race to try so hard to undersell those
of another race in their own markets on the other side of the world ?
The spirit o f competition ? The “ natural growth of world trade ?”
Lancashire chickens may be coming home to roost, but hardly in
so sensational a fashion as this. Here surely we have the oldest
human incentive of all—the struggle for survival—presented in
its modem, industrial form—Export or Die.
In many similar cases the “ fairies ” are Japanese; let us try
to trace the story back to their homeland, 12,000 miles away.
The Japanese, who at the moment number about 85,000,000,
11
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inhabit, like ourselves, a small island, or rather a group of small
islands. Unlike ourselves, they long ago realised that island
peoples must regard every square inch of their land as being of
strategic significance. Not only are they superlative farmers,
they were the first systematic conservationists of modern times.
Every tree on their mountains (and Japan is mostly mountain) is
so sited and tended as to serve a specific purpose in holding the surface
against erosion, soaking up rainfull and so protecting the precious
lowlands. Every scrap of farm and household waste is carefully
conserved and returned to the soil. It has been estimated that
Japanese agriculture, with some aid from the fisheries, supports
four persons to the acre cultivated, as compared with one person
per acre in the better farmed parts of Europe ; and though the
diet seems frugal by Western standards, it appears to maintain a
high level Of health and vigour.
Even so, the Japanese can no longer feed themselves. For,
ironically enough, the same Western Power that destroyed their
mainland empire (leaving a vacuum to be filled by Communism)
has given them such improved medical services (always excepting
contraceptive instruction) that their death rate has now fallen to
10 per 1,000 while their birth rate hovers around 25 per 1,000.
As a result, their numbers are climbing steadily towards the
100,000,000 mark, thus giving the afore-mentioned Power — which
has of course the responsibility for providing the additional food —
a direct interest in the redevelopment of their export trade.
Japan is one of the more dramatic examples of the rapidity with
which excellent humanitarian intentions can lead to acute economic
embarrassments. Her highly problematical future demonstrates
the kind of forces that can be let loose when Western technology
and medical science are applied unskilfully to the ever-present
social problems of the East. But throughout southern and eastern
Asia the same kind of pattern is emerging—that o f pent-up human
communities exuberantly outgrowing their indigenous resources
and seeking through industrialisation—with Western aid—the
road to those higher living standards they are being encouraged
to expect. Only Siam, the least Westernised of these countries,
still has a substantial food surplus. Eliminating Communist China,
which now exports only for political reasons, there is everywhere
an increasing scarcity of food, especially o f rice, which is being
met, usually on an emergency gift basis, by shipments of wheat
from the U.S.. Canada and Australia. This, incidentally, is a
12
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development which might well be noted by those who have hailed
the big current stocks of this grain as a portent of future abundance
and falling prices. Europe now gets less than half the world’s
exportable production of wheat.
There are, it is true, irrigation and land-clearance projects, such
as those initiated under the Colombo Plan, that will in time increase
the area under cultivation ; many efforts, too, are being made to
introduce land reforms and raise the standard of husbandry in
countries such as India where it offers scope for improvement.
But progress under these heads is necessarily slow and costly ;
it shows no signs of catching up with the constant expansion of
food requirements. There are thus innumerable openings for
Communist propaganda, not because the peasant is in any way
interested in Marxist dialectics, but simply because he is highly
susceptible to denunciations of landlords and money-lenders and
to promises of a redistribution of land (collectivisation is never
mentioned at this stage). If Western strategy loses—as it well
may — the allegiance of peasant populations, it will be primarily
through its persistent failure to understand peasant economics
and mentality.
But that pathetic little shirt in the shop window epitomised more
than Japan’s desperate struggle for survival. It epitomised the
dilemma with which the West is being confronted, in Asia, in
Africa—and at home.
When all due allowance has been made for the spirit of adventure
and the will to achieve, for military prowess and administrative
integrity, it is undeniably industrial power that has enabled the
nations of the West to extend their territories overseas, to impose
their will throughout the world, and to raise the living standards of
their own and other peoples. It was, in the first place, the Indus
trial Revolution that provided the goods to trade with, the ships
and railways with which to open up new lands, the tools for their
settlement and development, and—not least— the surplus popu
lation to occupy them. It was, again, industrial power that equipped
these nations for a series of colonial wars and enabled them, finally,
to wage and survive two gigantic internecine struggles.
Theoretically, this process o f continuous industrial expansion
should have tapered off as the new lands overseas, filled up agricul
turally and in their turn embarked on industrialisation ; for the
concept of a world divided neatly into “ industrial ” and “ agricul
tural ” countries is tenable only as. a transitional phase. But in
13
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fact such expansion has become indispensable to modem urban
civilisation, and to all that is meant by Progress. On it depends,
not only the means of obtaining food and raw materials, but full
employment, social insurance, the circulation of purchasing power
and the development of mass-production as a means of supplying
the masses with goods formerly classed as luxuries. But quite
clearly it demands, as a prerequisite of its efficiency, an expanding
intake of food and raw materials, and an expanding outlet for its
surplus products. Failing these, frictions, strains and breakdowns
develop, leading to international maladjustments as each nation
strives to protect itself, and so, all too easily, to open warfare.
To say this is not necessarily to subscribe to the view that all war
is inherently economic in origin, but merely to observe that
resource annexation on the one hand and arms production on the
other have hitherto seemed essential to the maintenance of the
industrial dynamic.
As the immediate economic effects of the last war pass away,
this phenomenon seems about to recur in new and possibly more
acute forms, presenting the industrialised communities of the West
with at least three major problems :
(i) Whence and how are they to obtain their expanding require
ments of food and raw materials now that there are so few new
lands and colonial opportunities left to exploit ?
,
(ii) How are they to dispose of their surplus manufactures so
as to perpetuate the benefits of mass-production and full
employment ?
(iii) How are they to appease the industrially backward peoples
of Asia and Africa, now increasingly aware of the disparity between
their own living standards and those of the West, and organising
politically to reduce and eventually eliminate it ?
Quite obviously the classic Free Trade formula will no longer
work. Apart from the fact that most producers, whether industrial
or agricultural, now enjoy forms of protection that they have no
intention of surrendering, the conditions essential for trade revival
are altogether lacking. This is not just a matter o f convertibility
of currencies, which is a consequence, not a cause, of freely flowing
trade, but rather of exportable surpluses. Trade, in the ordinary
commercial (i.e. free) sense, presupposes an ultimate settlement of
accounts in kind—that is, the payment of goods fo r goods—and
therefore an approximate condition of balance as between the
imports and exports of each participating nation.
14
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Where is this condition of balance to be found today 7 Asian
countries, as we have seen ■— India and Pakistan are cases in point—
are eager for industrial equipment; but they are also in need of
food, and the two import requirements together far outweigh such
exports as they are able to make. At the other extreme are the
U.S. and Canada, exporters on a large scale of both primary and
industrial commodities. How can India and Pakistan hope to
acquire North American grain and machinery on an ordinary
trading basis 7 This state of imbalance is of course no more
complete than was the state of balance which supposedly character
ised the Golden Age of freely flowing trade. Many countries can
and do balance their trading accounts, though only by the exercise
of economic disciplines quite foreign to the ideal of Free Trade.
But in general, the former categories of “ agricultural ” and “ in
dustrial ” have been replaced by “ rich ” and “ poor ”—and poor
nations make indifferent customers for rich ones.
The West, comprising as it does all the bigger “ rich ” nations,
has therefore to make a virtue o f necessity. It must, in effect,
give most o f its exportable surpluses to needier folk who have little
to offer in exchange, gleaning what political benefits it can from
the process. For the alternative is over-production and under
employment at home, discontent and Communism abroad^ Human
itarian motives apart, this is the basis of the Fourth Point and
Colombo Plans for the development of the “ under-developed ”
countries.
Inevitably, there is some wishful thinking about future returns
from such development in the form of primary products, since this
makes the process seem less like charity and more like investment.
But there is little doubt that the yield from development will mainly
be absorbed by the local populations as these increase in size and
raise their sights for living standards.
Much of the development, in any case, will result in increased
industrial rather than primary production. It should not have
needed the fiascos of the Tanganyika Groundnut Plan, the Gambia
Poultry Plan and suchlike ventures to demonstrate that the agri
cultural potential of the “ under-developed” areas has been grossly
exaggerated. Blank spaces on the map are usually blank for the
good reason that they can yield nothing useful to man, at any rate
without a long preliminary period of experimentation and outlay.
Indeed things could hardly be otherwise after some 70 years of
intensive land settlement (say, from 1860 to 1930), often pushed
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beyond the climatic limits of economic cultivation. Estimates
of the cultivable area of the world vary greatly, largely for lack of
effective definitions. But it is probably significant that, despite
the high produce prices that have prevailed since 1939, the area
actually used for food production has not materially expanded
for the last 25 years, while the productivity of much of it has declined
as a result of mismanagement and erosion.
Minerals, it is true, are rather a different case, since geology,
not climate, determines their availability. The production of
these and of certain raw materials may well be expanded as a result
of development if the price is high enough. But, generally
speaking, such future payments as the West receives for its Fourth
Point and Colombo investments will be in industrial rather than
primary products. In other words, the present “ under-developed ”
countries will tend to develop on lines competitive with,
not complementary to, Western economies ;
and if that little
grey shirt is any guide, they will do precisely what Sir Oswald
Mosley foretold some 20 years ago—undersell the industrial West
by a substantial margin.
At this juncture, a recent book by Dr. L. Dudley Stamp entitled
Our Developed World comes most opportunely, since Dr. Stamp
is a well-travelled geographer of high academic and official standing,
and he is at pains to discount both alarmist and complacent con
clusions. His opening chapters, however, are sensational enough
for anyone; for though population forecasts are notoriously
speculative, those which he cites are based on the best available
statistics and to some extent at least represent scientific predictions.
Taking the current rate of world population increase as that esti
mated for the 1920-47 period, namely 1.15 per cent, per annum,
the 1950 world population of 2,350,000,000 will have risen by
2000 A.D to 4,163,000,000 ; in other words, will have nearly
doubled itself in half a century. At the same rate of increase, the
2500 A.D. population will be 1,266,000,000,000 1 Beyond that
date, the figures become so astronomical as to be almost incom
prehensible to the lay mind.
So staggering, in fact, is this prospect that an early and drastic
check to population increases seems inevitable. For there is no
possibility yet in sight of food production keeping pace with such
proliferation of the human species. Bur, as Michael Roberts
pertinently asked in The Estate o f Man, how, where, by whom and
to whom is this check to be applied ? Are birth-rate quotas to
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be drawn up and imposed by some new organ of the United Nations
equipped (necessarily) with dictatorial powers ? Or are we to
sit back and wait for the “ natural checks ” of Malthus to operate—
famine, pestilence and war undoing in an orgy of privation and
suffering the work of centuries of medical, agricultural and social
progress ?
The answer is anyone’s guess, and Dr. Stamp, very wisely, does
not attempt .to supply it. But at least he presents some highly
relevant pieces of information :
(i) That it is the “ white ” continents (i.e., the industrialising
West) that have been increasing most rapidly in population during
the last century, and—if we include South America and (probably)
the U.S.S.R.—are still doing so. The net rate of increase in the
U.S. from 1940 to 1950, for instance, was 1.36 per cent, per annum,
and in Argentina over 2 per cent., as compared with India’s 1.26
per cent, and Pakistan’s 0.75 per cent.
(ii) That it is the West, also, which has the greatest area of
cultivable land, both absolutely and relatively to population.
(iii) That it is the West, again, which possesses the most scope
for increased food production, since, in Dr. Stamp’s opinion,
more can be achieved by intensifying agriculture in the temperate
zones than by extending it in the tropical and sub-arctic zones.
An interesting confirmation of these conclusions was provided by
the most recent world survey made by F.A.O. (the Food and Agri
culture Organisation of the United Nations). This showed that,
because populations have been increasing more rapidly than food
supplies, the proportion of under-fed people is now higher than
before the last war and is tending to rise, whereas the peoples of
the West (especially the English speaking countries) are, if anything,
rather better fed than before the war and in many cases enjoy a
considerable margin over subsistence requirements. Such figures
are of course based on crude averages and somewhat arbitrary
nutritional standards. But they do, unfortunately, suggest an
increasing source of friction between “ the West and the Rest.”
What is the West going to do about it ? What the West has
mainly done about it so far is to speed up and extend industrial
ization,in the not unnatural belief that a process so closely associated
with rising living standards in the past can provide the means to
raise living standards in the future. Inevitably, this belief has now
become well-nigh universal; for in the minds of the “under priv
ileged” races (or rather of their political leaders) the white man's
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superior status and rewards are identified with his possession of
factories and power stations.
Plans for uplifting the economic status of Asians- and Africans
(and, for that matter, South Americans), and so immunising them
to Communism, tend therefore to concentrate on providing them
with industrial equipment and organisation. This is clearly of
immediate benefit to the West in that it provides outlets for indus
trial surpluses. But these, as has been mentioned, may well prove
to have been obtained at the price of future industrial competition ;
and quite obviously they do little to meet the basic need of these
peoples, which is for an expanding supply of food. Industrial
ization undoubtedly increases monetary purchasing power ; but
that purchasing power cannot be translated into food unless the
food is there to be purchased. So to competition for markets
will be added competition for food, and, in many cases, raw materials
A second branch of this policy is the industrialization of agri
culture, both in the West itself and (by degrees) in the “ under
developed” countries. This, again, provides immediate relief
in the form of new outlets for industrial products and, in many
cases, increased output par acre. But the replacement of con
servative traditional and peasant systems of husbandry by techniques
that involve increasing dependence on machinery, chemical sprays
and fertilisers, and artificial substitutes for natural processes, does
not necessarily mark a permanent gain. The processes by which
soil, plants and animals are induced to yield food for mankind
are fundamentally different from those employed in factories to con
vert raw materials into useful articles; and the dislocation caused by
massive injections of technology into the agricultural economy may
have consequences the full extent of which cannot yet be foreseen. In
particular, there is a grave danger o f the basic capital o f civilisation
—the natural fertility of soils, plants and animals— being impaired
by ill-considered manipulation and exploitation. Meanwhile,
the industrialisation of agriculture has the effect of shifting still
more people from farm to factory, thus accentuating the disparity
between primary and secondary production which is at the root
of most modem economic problems.
This, then, is the industrial dilemma with which the West is being
confronted. The further it proceeds with its present policy of
industrialisation at home and abroad, on the farms as in the
factories, the more dragons’ teeth is it sowing for a future crop of
insupportable populations clamouring for more living space, of
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urban proletariats susceptible to Marxist propaganda, o f everincreasing competition for markets and food supplies. If, on the
other hand, by some miracle of foresight and statesmanship, it
should elect to throttle down industrial expansion in favour of
rural repopulation and agricultural intensification, it would risk
losing much of the power and prestige that industrialisation has
given it. It might, too, weaken its capacity for defence against an
aggressive Communism which is itself industrialising rapidly and
is clearly bent on organising Asia, and probably Africa, for ex
pansionist purposes. Thus the West might regain social and
economic stability, and even some of its culture, only to succumb
to mechanised barbarian invasions.
Neither road seems to lead with any certainty to-survival. There
may, however, be some middle way, though its course is not yet
at all clear. It could be, for instance, that the future of the West
lies in intensive small-scale agriculture plus the production of highquality industrial goods and technical services, leaving the Rest
to grow as much of their own food as they could and to manu
facture industrial staples. This would, to some extent, be a reversal
of the 19th century pattern of world trade, though not necessarily
the worse for that.
But over all such speculations and peerings into the future hang
two great question marks—Russia, and the population curves.
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ALAN BULLOCK, the author of H itler: A Study in
MR.Tyranny*,
broadcast a talk to advertise his book called
The Character o f Hitler which was printed in The Listener of 4th
September 1952. In this talk he said, among other things, that
Hitler appeared to him to be “ one of the most evil human beings
who ever lived.” Mr. Bullock often contradicts himself in his
effort always to present Hitler in the most unfavourable possible
light. The result is a curious book, in which as a trained historian
he marshals the facts of German history from 1919 to 1945, at
the same time doing his best to make nonsense of the whole thing
by romantically shutting his eyes to the very facts he has just been
at pains to relate. Although belonging to the school which sees
history in personal terms, he yet seems to wish us to believe that
Hitler was just like everybody else. Naturally, his unlikeness to
everybody else is constantly apparent to the reader, but it would
never do to admit it, for not only must we hate the most evil of
men, we must also despise him for being so commonplace. If
an unprejudiced person, say from another planet, were to read
this book he would find it puzzling indeed to account for the fact
that the man it describes could have had the career which he did have.
Mr. Bullock has had access to a vast amount of material, for all
Germany’s most secret documents have been published to the
world. As might be expected, he has used this material in a
partisan spirit; nevertheless his book is extremely interesting,
not least for the light it throws on the opponents of Germany,
Hitler and National Socialism. But Hitler’s private life, of which
relatively little is known, particularly until he reached the age of
thirty, gives Mr. Bullock a splendid opportunity to romance to
*Hitler; A Study in Tyranny by Alan Bullock. Odhams.
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his heart’s content. His sources here are the type of book parodied
by Beachcomber under the title I was Himmler’s Aunt. We
are given colourful descriptions of Hitler in Vienna before the
first war, written forty years later by a Herr Treiner, while for
the period 1919 - 1933 he quotes extensively from all the bestknown anti-Hitler literature, including I knew Hitler by Kurt
Ludecke. It is true that Ludecke did know Hitler, unlike many
of those who wrote about him, but it is also true, as he says himself
that he was sent to prison and was a bitter opponent of the National
Socialist leaders, who left Germany to write his book attacking
them.
Mr. Bullock begins at the beginning. He gives a map of
Braunau on the Inn and the surrounding country of northern
Austria and southern Germany, showing the villages from which
Hitler’s parents and grandparents came. He takes us back for
several generations ; all Hitler’s ancestors, as it so happens, came
from this little corner of central Europe. Having made all this
quite plain, Mr. Bullock several times alleges that Hitler was a man
with no roots, no home, no family. On the same small map,
not many miles from his native village, is marked the town of
Berchtesgaden, near which is the Obersalzberg where he owned a
country house for many years which he enlarged after he came to
power. If this does not constitute “ roots” and “ a hom e” it
is hard to imagine what would. Men like Mr. Bullock find it
intolerable that Hitler should not have been bom and brought up
in one of those smug, middle-class homes which form the comfortable
background from which they themselves made the leap to donnish
fame and fortune. But even so, if he wished his readers to believe
the no home and no foots myth he would have been well advised
to leave out the map and family tree, which show us the true facts.
The point of the myth is, needless to say, an amateurish attempt
to establish yet another myth — the “ grudge against society ”
which is always supposed, in the bourgeois world of dons and
schoolmasters, to be the motive force behind a revolutionary.
Here is Mr. Bullock’s description of Hitler in his Vienna period :
“ This poor wretch, often half-starved, without a job, family or
home, clung obstinately to any belief that would bolster up the
claim of his own superiority. He belonged by right, he felt, to
the Herrenmenschen. To preach equality was to blaspheme against
the Ark of the Covenant, to threaten the belief which kept him
going, that he was different from the labourers, the tramps, the
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Jews, and the Slavs with whom he rubbed shoulders In the streets.”
Surely Mr. Bullock does not deny that he was right in his belief,
and that he was, in fact, profoundly different from them ? Else
where he asserts that Hitler, all his life, was ill at ease with members
of the ruling class. It is impossible to imagine or conceive of
anyone to whom the oldfashioned conceptions of “ class ” (meaning
presumably differences of birth and fortune) meant less than they
did to Hitler. He judged men exclusively from the standpoint of
character and ability, and those who worked with him were drawn
from every class. His demeanour was the same with peasant as
with prince.
Sometimes Mr. Bullock’s desire to denigrate leads him to make
the oddest pronouncements. “ Hitler looked upon h im self...
as highly musical. In fact, his liking for music did not extend
very much further than Wagner, some of Beethoven and
Bruckner.” It would be interesting to hear from Mr. Bullock
what he has in mind, and what music he considers takes us
“ further ” than Beethoven. Again : “ Speech was the essential
medium of his power.” In human affairs, speech is the medium
whereby an individual communicates his thoughts to his fellow
men. Hitler, however, also wrote ; and M ein K am pf remains
the most important source book for those who wish to know what
he was about. “ He claimed to have read widely in history, b u t . . .
any of the quotations he used he might have got at second-hand."
This is a very mysterious sentence. Did not Mr. Bullock get his
quotations at second or third hand ? And how can any historian
do otherwise, unless like Faust he is magically transported into
other ages? Of Hitler’s physical looks he sa y s: “ coarse,
undistinguished features, the falling lock o f hair, the smudge of
his moustache and the staring eyes,” but he includes, among some
unflattering snapshots chosen to illustrate his thesis, a photograph
(faring p. 208) which shows him more or less as he was and unwisely
allows his publisher to show us his own portrait on the back of
the dust jacket.
He deals with Hitler’s ideas and theories in the same way, quoting
from one of his speeches as follows : “ The idea of struggle is as
old as life itself, for life is only preserved because other living things
perish through struggle. In this struggle the stronger, the more
able win, while the less able, the weak, lose.
Struggle is the
father of all things. It is not by principles of humanity that man
lives or is able to preserve himself above the animal world, but
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solely by means of the most brutal struggle. If you do not fight
for life, then life will never be won.” Many people might think
this is a truism : it is Tennyson’s Nature, red in tooth and claw.
Here is Mr. Bullock’s com m ent: “ This is the natural philosophy
of the doss house. In this struggle any trick or ruse, however
unscrupulous, the use of any weapon or opportunity, however
treacherous, any permissible astuteness, the ability to lie, twist,
cheat, and flatter, the elimination of sentimentality or loyalty in
favour of ruthlessness, these were the qualities which enabled
men to rise . . . ” Thus Mr. Bullock, not Adolf Hitler ; and
perhaps it is superfluous to add that the men of the 20th July are
all described in flattering, almost affectionate terms.
On the whole the book gives a fairly accurate account of the
National Socialists’ rise to power, though here and there are small
but tiresome errors, such as references to “ the blackshirted S.S.”,
and one or two mis-translations, like Racist Observer for the
VSlkische Beobachter. But the means they used in their political
struggle are always deprecated by Mr. Bullock. Strongly dis
approving of the putsch or coup d’etat, he also condemns their use
of democratic methods as demagogy ; and when, as head of by
far the largest party in the state, Hitler was made Chancellor, he
calls it “ back stairs ” politics. Is he really unaware of the lengthy
and tedious manoeuvres and discussions which inevitably precede
the formation of a coalition government in any country where the
list system of voting is used ?
Perhaps it is natural that this book should deal almost
exclusively with Hitler’s foreign policy. But the picture it gives
of the years 1933 - 1939 is thereby distorted ; and even if the
English prefer to see it in this way, the Germans have not forgotten
the solid benefits they derived from his domestic policy, scarcely
mentioned by Mr. Bullock. Germany experienced a complete
regeneration in every sphere of her national life. A vast acreage of
land was brought under cultivation, houses were built, a splendid
network of roads made, trade and commerce prospered, unemploy
ment disappeared, the currency was stabilised, all Hitler’s election
pledges were fulfilled with incredible speed, because having got
power he used it as he had always promised he would. Mr. Bullock
tells us he was lazy, presumably because he delegated to others the
task of carrying out his ideas ; which is rather like calling an artist
lazy who does not manufacture his own paint or weave his own
canvas. Some years before he came to power a German prince,
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descended from Queen Victoria, asked Hitler to write something
in his copy of Mein Kampf. He wrote : “ Mein Himmel a u f
Erde heisst Vaterland.” It was the plain truth.
Having solved Germany’s domestic problems, there remained
the most pressing and urgent problem of all : Lebensraum. If
ever a war was fought for economic reasons it was the last war,
as this book shows. Mr. Bullock evidently considers the Versailles
treaty to have been what he, no doubt, would describe as “ the
Ark of the Covenant ” ; and every move made to change even
its most unjust provisions is represented as one more proof of
Hitler’s evilness. He never made any secret of his policy, which
he set down for all to read in Mein Kampf. It was a policy of
friendship with England, the country he most admired next to his
own, of the respecting of existing frontiers with France and Italy,
and the extension of the Reich eastward. Even after England and
France had declared war on Germany, in October 1939 after the
defeat of Poland, he wrote in a secret memorandum to his three
commanders-in-chief: “ If it should become apparent in the
near future that England, and, under England’s leadership, France,
are not willing to make an end of the war, I am determined to act
actively and aggressively.” At this late hour he still ho.ped to
avoid war with the West. Mr. Bullock writes : “ Neither agree
ment with Russia nor the decision to attack in the west represented
any change in Hitler’s ultimate intention to carve out Germany’s
Lebensraum in the east. The elimination of French and British
opposition was a pre-requisite, not a substitute, for his eastern
ambitions.” And again : “ Hitler had never looked to the west
for future expansion of Germany, but always to the east. The
conflict with Britain and France arose, not from any demands he
had to make on the Western Powers themselves, but from their
refusal to agree to a free hand for Germany in Central and Eastern
Europe.”
After the defeat, of France he renewed his offer o f peace to
England. Speaking in the Reichstag on the 19th July 1940 he
said : “ In this hour, I feel it to be my duty before my own con
science to appeal once more to the reason and commonsense in
Great Britain as much as elsewhere. I consider myself in a position
to make this appeal, since I am not the. vanquished begging favours
but the victor speaking in the name of reason. I can see no reason
why this war must go on ”, and he added “ Mr. Churchill ought,
perhaps, for once to believe me when I prophesy that a great Empire
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will be destroyed” . Mr. Bullock tells us : “ For his part he was
perfectly ready to conclude an alliance with Great Britain and to
recognise the continued existence of the British Empire which (he
told Rundstedt) must be looked on, together with the Catholic
Church, as one of the corner-stones of Western civilisation.”
However, as everyone knows, England was unwilling to make
peace, and the world combined with her to defeat Germany and
thus establish Russia in her present powerful position. Mr.
Bullock seems to be perfectly satisfied with this result; the most
evil human being who ever lived is dead ; and he describes Marxism
a s e q u a l i t y and friendship among peoples, as opposed to racial
inequality and the domination of the strong”.
Although he appears, from the biography on the jacket of his
book, not to have been engaged in the fighting line in the last
war, when he was twenty-five years old and worked at the B.B.C.,
can he feel quite so sure of spending the next war safely ensconced
at Broadcasting House ? Or may he be obliged to “ take war
seriously ” as he scornfully accuses the twenty-five year old Hitler
of having done ? He informs us that Hitler hated intellectuals.
He did not hate them, but he said of them : " the intellectuals
run this way and that like hens in a poultry yard. With them it
is impossible to make history, they cannot be used as elements
supporting a community.” The frivolity of certain English
intellectuals in face of the danger of Communism is reminiscent
of the flapping and squawking of hens.
The powerful case that might be made out against Hitler, to be
effective, must be based on facts and not simply on the antipathy
which his personality may arouse in a don who, even in these
stirring times, has apparently seldom left his study or ventured into
the arena. In attempting to fill out his portrait of the man with
a series o f irrelevant insults which mostly fall wide of the mark,
Mr. Bullock does much to invalidate his attack on the politician.
If Hitler had been one quarter as ugly, dull, ill-tempered, uncul
tivated, rude, pretentious and lazy as this book would have us
believe, he would probably be found to this day in the lower ranks
of the civil service, and Mr. Bullock would be writing about some
other ogre. The fact is, of course, that he was n o t ; though Mr.
Bullock perhaps feels that he should have been, or wishes he had
been, which is a different story.
Goethe once wrote : Es gibt, sag! man, /Ur den Kammerdiener
keinen Helden. Das kom m t aber bloss daher, weil der Held nur
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vom Helden anerkannt werden kann. Der Kammerdiener wird
aber wahrscheinlich seinesgleichen zu schatzen wissen. Without
entering into any discussion on heroes and valets—Mr. Bullock
obviously falls into neither categoiy—in essence this observation
remains true ; dons, unless gifted with exceptional imaginative
powers, are not suited to writing the biographies of men of action.
Suppose Hitler had tried to write objectively about Mr. Bullock ;
he would have failed too, for his feelings would have got the better
of him.
Nevertheless this is an absorbing book, even though it gives a
distorted view of the events and personalities with which it deals.
No doubt we must wait for an objective Life of Hitler to be written
until all passion is spent, because great haters, like great lovers,
are not those best qualified for the task.
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from A CHRONICLE
WRIT IN DARKNESS
by HENRY WILLIAMSON
l
U RIN G the severe winter of 1939-40, on my frozen farm
in North Norfolk, I wrote an account, as true as I could
make it, of my own petty circumstances and conditions of living
and working with others in that depressed agricultural area of
England. I had bought a farm of about two hundred and forty
acres three years previously, with an idea of retiring, with my wife
and five small children, from a decadent world and forming a sort
of Swiss Family Robinson, or English Family Williamson, on the
land. I started farming with little capital and less experience;
and the three years to 1939 had been difficult.
The chief difficulty, I found, was in the minds of the men I tried
to work with. Some of them had been on the dole for years.
All were fearful of losing their jobs ; they had been in fear for
many years, ever since the repeal of the Com Production Act of
1923, when the Great Depression set-in upon British Fanning.
It was natural, therefore, that my expressed aims of reclaiming
a derelict farm and putting it in order — modernising it — on
small capital were viewed with some alarm. Would the boss go
broke ? Why was he doing-of it ? Who was he ? Where did
he come from ? Why had he taken land on the North Norfolk
coast, near to the only deep-water harbour (Weyboume) north of
the Thames, between London and Hull ? And what was his
motor car, of a kind never seen before, long and low and black,
with an Eagle on its radiator cap ? Alvis — was that an English
car ? Or was it foreign ? As for his political views, which he
did not keep to himself, what was the connection between them
and bis idea of making new roads up to the hilly fields ? (I should
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explain here that these details arose to a significance in 1940, when
Fear like a hare with a tortoise-head ran through the fields and
villages, and the wildest rumours seemed, to the tortoise-headed,
to be truth.)
Unaware of what was to occur in 1940, I wrote my account
of happenings on my farm during the great freeze-up of 1939-40 ;
and later' on, found that the book, by its very nature, was un
publishable. There had been an earlier account of events up to
1938, which was published, called The Story o f a Norfolk Farm ;
but the sequel did not get into print. Nor did a third book, which
brought the record up to May 1945.
I wrote many versions of the two books, until the actual words
exceeded a million. Some of the versions, alas, are lost. How
ever, I kept some in a box ; and now, turning out that box, find
a few fragments which might be of interest as a record o f one
man’s thought and action in those far-off days.
My record began with a description o f the harvest o f 1939, the
com harvest. I described the hot August days, the sweating and
bronzing of my half-naked body in the sun, the salt sweat running
into my eyes as I lifted sheaves of wheat and barley from the tumbrils
to the stack top — we had no elevator, all had to be done by hand —
and my weight (I was six feet tall) down to eleven stone two pounds,
all bone, sinew, and muscle — a glorious feeling. Alas, there was
no true enjoyment of the scene : for all the time my mind was
preyed upon by fears of war coining again (I had fought in the
first war, in the infantry). What could I do to prevent the tragedy
coming once more ?
Looking at my typescript, written in 1939, 1 find that my original
account opened like this :
“ I thought as I walked up to the wheatfield of Hilly Piece
on that morning of August that civilisation as we knew it was
corrupt and therefore doomed, and that most men did not
know themselves to be part of the corruption. It was a lonely
thought, and arose from a personal loneliness since 1919, when
in mind and spirit I first thought myself to be apart from
ordinary life: it was an untimely thought—but not so untimely,
for it was the August o f 1939.”
There followed a description of local conditions, on the lines I
have indicated. There was almost complete negation on my farm :
I saw it, rightly or wrongly, as a microcosm of the macrocosm of
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Britain. The minds about me were set in obstruction. “ What
d’you want to do that for ? No one else hereabouts does that,”
the usual remark of my bailiff or steward, to any new suggestion
or action. Even the de-lousing of pigs with old engine oil.
“ Yew can’t help ticks — ’tes nature.” It was so with the mites
on the horses’ fetlocks — “ ’tes nature for a horse to stamp in the
stable ”. And remedies seemed only to antagonise such minds :
I clipped the legs, put on mercury ointment, killed the mites ; no
more shoes were stamped of f ; it was resented. I tried to be as
tactful as possible ; to explain the causes. They were dismissed
as “ book squit ”. Their minds were darkened by the great
depression, when to spend money was to lose money. Even
copper sulphate put on the navel-cord of a new foal, to prevent
infection, swelling and death, was resented. It had not been done
before—on the farm which had been run by a bankrupt tenant
before I came along. If a foal died — “ it was nature”.
There was some sense in this obstructive attitude. There were
no markets for the farm products : so why spend money in trying
to produce good stuff ?
I think, now, that the men wanted to save me from going b u st:
so ointments for navel-cords, lice, and mites ; clippers, new roads ;
repaired tiled roofs of buildings built in Elizabethan times — flint
and brick deeply tunnelled with the rat-runs of centuries — drained
meadows, etc., were to be objected to. Where would it all end up ?
Why was the boss spending, spending— “ ’tes all pay, pay,
pay, guv’nor, and narthin’ cornin’ i n ”
“ Wait,” I said.
After the harvest, tormented by the thought of the European
collapse, and not holding majority-views on the situation, I
determined to get to London as soon as I could, to relieve certain
ideas in my mind.
Having thus described my local condition, I now leave the reader
to my 1939 self. What follows is as written in the winter of 193940, during that period of ice and frost, ‘ the phoney war ’.
*

*

*

The Silver Eagle was pushed from its bay in the hovel (the self
starter still not starting, three garages in the town of Whelk failing
to repair it, but not failing to charge for repairing it), the tank
filled with enough commercial petrol from the tractor pump in the
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shed to get me to the beozol-mixtore pump at Great Wordingham,
and with bag packed I set off for the London road.
The day was fine, with much holiday traffic on the roads, long
lines of little black saloon cars, so that the superior speed o f the
Silver Eagle was of little advantage until I got to open country.
Rushing with windscreen flat at sixty miles an hour across the
familiar wooded heaths of the Brecklands, with their rows of
twisted pines and sometimes tall poplars lining the road, the sense
of personal freedom — leaving the farm behind, and com safe in
stack — made me optimistic, and I felt there could not be war,
despite the power to decide having been given, virtually, to the
Polish Government, so that any local brawl at a frontier pub,
followed by shooting, might be the start of i t
What were the cosmopolitan financial interests in the Polish
mines, whose workers were paid about fourteen shillings a week,
even less than the dole in the derelict areas o f South Wales, that
national disgrace about which an English King had been impelled
to cry, “ Something must be done,” but nothing could be done —
under the System? We were all to blame, we were all part of the
System.
Everyone must see plain, with a self-criticism, if the new world
of so many diversified hopes was to be made real and actual. Ah,
if only the second half of the Flax o f Dream had been published
in Germany, its influence and its reception — for it was their book
— might have made just the difference that was required in the
quivering balance of a mind filled equally with great hope and great
fear at that moment. As it was, my story of the ex-soldier Maddison
had been banned in Germany.
A cock pheasant flew low across the road directly in front o f me :
I heard the hissing shriek as I cut its line of flight a few inches
from my helmet’d and goggled head. It was lucky that the wind
screen had been f la t: that three-pound body would have shattered
the glass on impact. Supposing it had struck my head ? I would
have been knocked unconscious, and . . .
Perhaps I should not exceed fifty miles an hour ; the oil pressure
was low, and the engine had run a big end on two occasions. It
was ten years, or one hundred thousand miles, old. I must go
slower, for I must not fail to reach London. There I intended to
contact a friend whose cousin owned a low-wing fast monoplane,
in which I hoped to fly to Germany, and see Hitler ; to tell him
that he had a unique moment in which to achieve great prestige
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by a magnanimous gesture: that he must revert to his earlier
divination, and not march. I recalled a phrase of his May 1935
speech to the Reichstag :
Whoever lights the torch o f war can hope fo r nothing but chaos. . .
The better, truer side of Hitler : behind that clenched will-power
there was great sensibility, a dream of art and craftsmanship to
replace mere counterfeit for profit. That was the side which,
hearing that Chamberlain had offered to fly to see him a year ago,
had instantly offered to fly to England, to save an older man a
journey. Hitler was magnanimous ; and magnanimity usually
went to hell confronted with little selfish opportunists. Would
Hitler, knowing the implacable opposition he faced in the implacable
gold-god, be forced to march through fear ? And even in the
illusion that, as Soviet Russia was the real enemy of Europe, his
drive to the East, finished quickly, would be the end of the war ?
If I could see him, as a common soldier who had fraternised, on
that faraway Christmas Day of 1914, with the men of his Linz
battalion under Messines Hill, might I not be able to give him the
amity he so desired from England, a country he admired, while
fully recognising by what forces it was, for the moment, controlled ?
Without reassurance, with only those about him who were
afraid of hurting his feelings — afraid of precipitating one of those
frightful rages which were based on hypersensitivity, loneliness and
fear — how could he believe in himself indefinitely ? I tried to
think what I should say to him, as I kept the engine at a steady
two thousand revolutions a minute.
Were I in his place, I would make a gesture. Would a man
immediately be swept aside, if he did so ? Hitler had made many
gestures; and every one had been snubbed. The only Englishman
of the first magnitude, not discredited, who had treated him as an
equal had been Lloyd George. Lloyd George knew the truth.
He had declared it in a very long article in The News Chronicle.
He had had to recant, of course, for the sake of the Liberal Party.
Hitler said one thing, and did another, the newspaper writers
and politicians, hirelings of the gold-god, declared.
To how many men would that apply if they looked into their
own souls with steady eyes ?
If minds were out of tune, only disharmony could result. Some
one with whom I had failed to work in harmony once said to me,
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" I f I live to be a hundred years old, I would never see eye to eye
with you ”. Even as I thought of the circumstances that led up
to that final judgment of myself and my ways, a sense of frustration
came over me, with the need to steel myself against the thoughts
that made me mutter to myself, as I became exhausted rapidly.
The‘fact was that my ex-partner, my brother-in-law Sam, who had
made that remark, was as profoundly uneasy of me as I was of
him. Often with him I had ranted, which was the noise of one
trying to plough rock. Hitler ranting was Hitler exhausted, the
virtue gone out of him. Sam had, long ago, left, prophesying the
ruin of the farm.
To conserve my depleted energy, I drove more slowly, at fifty
miles an hour, lifting up my goggles to feel the heated harvest air
rushing past my face as we went between the grassy gallops before
Newmarket. At the beginning of the High Street I stopped, and
sat still awhile to relax, smoking a cigarette and regarding the
placid sunlit scene. It was much as I had known it nearly a quarter
of a century before, except for motor cars. Now why had my
seventeen-year-old self hoped, fearfully, that war would come in
that August of 1914 ? Was it because otherwise all the strange
ness and subdued excitation would cease and leave one in a dull
vacuum ? But under the fascination to hear grave news was a
subdued fear of darkness which I did not think to define ; I merely
felt it — a darkness that would leave the earth. And so, a few
weeks later in that year of 1914, it had happened.
I tried to remember the outbreak of that war. There was much
excitement and cheering. There was an unspoken but implied
feeling of complete superiority over the Germans. There was,
generally, no sense of impending tragedy. To-day, the warpsychosis, showing itself a quarter of a century ago in the cheering
masses throughout Europe — the masses which had no compre-.
hension of the other fellow’s point of view — was absent among the
European peoples. But friends recently in Europe had told me
it was there, among the storm-troopers, and also among the Poles
of Danzig and beyond : among the young men. Poles would
always go to the rescue of Poles, and Germans march to succour
Germans. And atrocity stories — mob rousers — had already
begun on both sides. There was justice and injustice on both
sides; but none in the coldly calculating profit-machine of
international finance. Such were my thoughts on that day of
late August, 1939.
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I climbed out of the cockpit of the Silver Eagle, and went into
an inn with a large gilt ham hanging over its green door. Inside
were half a dozen York hams and tankards of ale. I sat down with
a plate of sandwiches, and ate and drank, while trying to recall how
that horse-racing town looked during the last war, when for a month
or two I had been stationed there. I remembered the strings of
horses from the stables, with their thin small grooms and jockeys ;
the R.N.A.S. with their Rolls-Royce tenders fitted with A/A gun
and searchlight, which used to dash about the countryside at sixty
miles per hour as they supposedly followed the dreaded Zeppelins,
firing at them. The R.N.A.S. mess-room was in The Rutland Arms,
and from the open door one heard the Decca trench-gramophone
playing I f You Were the Only Girl in the World from the Gaiety
musical comedy To-night's the Night. It was in the smoke-room of
that old coaching inn that I, convalescent from the front, picked up
a copy of the Daily M ail and read the headline “ A Real British
Victory at Last ” announcing the opening of the battle of Loos —
that tragic failure. What liars the newspapers were !
Nearly a quarter of a century ago ; no dole in those days ; poor
children in towns with bare legs and grey, thin faces ; regular army
soldiers with hard faces whose joking motto, among their comrades
w as----- you Jack, I'm all rig h t; whose common saying and belief
was that the way to get cured of venereal disease was to find a virgin
and give it to her ; whose way of working their ticket was to dhew
and swallow cordite in order to get a weak heart. Those days would
never come again, or their like, I told myself, as I finished my beer,
lit my pipe, and went out to the Silver Eagle, feeling rather proud of
its low and long lines as I prepared to climb into the cockpit, until
a small boy standing by said to another small boy “ Cor, there’s a
funny old fashioned car, ain’t it ? ”. On the other side of the street
a newsboy, running with a bundle of London mid-day papers
under his arm was crying :
“ Poles mobilise ! Latest crisis 1”
Half an hour from Newmarket the road to London became
uninteresting, because it was unbeautified. It lay in an area of
despoiled countryside and despoiled country town. Here the
bourgeois eye of Business had looked about for profit. I had
encountered this sort of thing on several occasions ; it all went to
the same pattern. Was there an old estate likely to come into the
market ? Let’s get in on the ground floor, boys : if you’re fly,
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there’s money in it. A group of speculating gents with country
suits of pseudo-Harris tweed (made elsewhere but imported to
Harris for “ finishing ” to comply with, or evade, the law made to
protect the Isle’s industry) and fat in early middle-age from starchy,
fleshy over-eating, their teeth false through malnutrition on white
bread in childhood, cast their hard-eyed survey on the timber in the
weedy park, and over the mansion and its contents — all to be sold
to pay death-duties. Those trees, planted during many generations
of careful squires, for the beautifying of their hereditary parcel
of England — what would they fetch, what would it cost to get
them thrown and transported to the nearest saw-mills ? How many
tons of sheet-lead on the roof of the house, how many scores of
doors — mahogany, oak, pine and teak — what were they worth
to the boys of the furniture trade in East London ?
As for the stones of the fabric itself, they were n. b. g. ; only
mugs built in stone nowadays, when bricks were thirty-five bob a
thousand delivered in ten thousand lots. Nice sites for rows of
hire-purchase houses ; pavements, a cinema, perhaps a dirt-track
stadium enclosed by corrugated iron sheets over there, near the
little “ free-house ” pub which was worth a fortune, potentially.
Keep it quiet, don’t look too interested. How about inviting the
vendors’ solicitor into the Syndicate, cover ourselves by saying
we would be prepared to consider allocating shares of the proposed
housing estate to the vendor ?
A beauty spot is it ? Well, what do you know I These Preserva
tion of Rude Old England chaps say everything is a beauty spot,
and raise their little stink about everything that’s old and mouldy
coming into the market. So much the better for the proposed
housing estate ; we’ll take an extra spot of fifty'quid on a six hundred
quid house and the buyer can have the beauty !
All set for the sale, then. Persuade the vendor to economise
on the advertising, a local auction only, don’t forget to stress that
it’s agricultural land, accidentally on purpose forget about the
timber ; and we’ll buy it cheap on the day. The lawyer’s a slick
chap, advising the old girl to refuse that offer the week before the
auction — phew, that was a near shave !
And at the auction, sparsely attended, the Syndicate buys it for
one thousand five hundred trader the private offer of last week
and the old lady is u pset; but she accepts the explanation given
to her, for she still believes, with Purcell, a thoroughly English
composer, that “ honour is brighter than silver or gold”-. Ah
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well, it is sold ; how times have changed ; what a blessing Papa
died when he did, that he did not live to see it happen, for his whole
life was in the estate, he knew every tree and field and, until the new
generation of ill-mannered youths came along, used to be on such
excellent terms with all the men and their wives in the cottages.
And so the poor lady departs for a little house in Beaconsfield
or Elm Park Gardens ; and within a month there is another auction,
well advertised this time, the estate is split into desirable lots, and
by the sale of the timber and of the mansion (ten per cent deposit on
the nail and completion within the month) and of the area near the
proposed new arterial road for shops and houses — one twelfth
of the estate — the original purchase price is recovered. Are we
smart, we ask you, or are we smart ? Listen, boys, we paid only
ten per cent deposit, and the rest is in the bag, with six good farms
as our profit Nice going ! Agricultural land’s n. b. g., we all
know, but there are always b.f.s and cranks who think they can
put the clock back and make farming in England pay, so let’s get
some nice old-fashioned photographs and see what a little toney
advertising can do. There are still plenty of suckers about, thank
God. Live in the country ourselves ? What do you take us for ?
And so the Dreamways Garden City Estate takes shape along the
main road, and soon tens of thousands of cubic yards of coke-breeze
are being mixed with cement in a big rotating machine for blocks
for the inner walls, and the heaps of pink fiettons are piling up.
Civilisation is chromium fittings, radio, birth control, rubber girdles,
perms, B.B.C, gentility sterilising truth, cubic international-type
architecture; civilisation is white bread, and the suppressed
virility of the pavement mind. Civilisation is world-citizenship
and freedom from tradition, arising from immemorial rootless
wandering that has nothing to lose (except the Hellenic soul) and
everything to gain, including the whole world. Hoardings, brittle
houses, flashiness posing as beauty, mongrel living and cosmopolitan
modernism, no planning, all higgeldy-piggeldy — thus the spirited
and material approaches to London, the greatest city of the Greatest
Empire the World has known. The great wen, Cobbett called i t ;
and the wen was about to burst, and the pus to run throughout the
body politic, for the second time in my life.
{to be continued)
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AN ITALIAN JOYCE
by D. D. PAIGE
THE quartet of novelists — Federigo Tozzi, Enrico Pea,
OF Itaio
Svevo and Piero Jahier — which responsible Italian
criticism considers has made the most valid contributions to con
temporary Italian narrative, possibly only the name of Svevo enjoys
recognition among Anglo-American readers. Literary fame or
notoriety — for what it may be worth — depends perhaps less on
the discernment of critic and public than on fortuitous circum
stances.
Thus, Joyce’s mention of Svevo had sufficient weight to overcome
the resistance of the amateur anti-Fascists in Britain and America,
who were, and who still are, engaged in perverting the history of
Italian art and letters under Mussolini. Other Italian writers,
unable to procure so good a reference as Joyce’s, were ignored,
and the literary left gave its cachet only to the explicitly anti-Fascist.
After the war, after the fall of Fascism, it was in the nature of things
that Bloomsbury and American college campuses should apply
the criterion of political purity — a sort of left-wing literary
McCarran Act — to Italian writers. Howlers were bound to be
made and howlers were made, and in plenty. The “ new postFascist voices ” to whom we were introduced had all written and
published during the Ventennio ; and some of those boomed as
the latest thing in anti-Fascist intransigeance had merely tacked
onto or into already written books sufficient anti-Fascism to flatter
the liberal and leftist theoreticians of Britain and America.
It is an irony that in the frantic search after the politically pure
Jahier should have been overlooked. Here was a writer who was
not only considered the best of his generation but who also paid
for his anti-Fascism with twenty years of forced silence. But his
books are not explicitly anti-Fascist — how could they be when
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that movement developed only after they were published ? His
three books were written between 1909 and 1919, and we may read,
in one of the early editions, the announcement of three further
books. They never appeared. They must have disappeared in
the Fascist sequestrations which Jahier several times suffered.
As a civil servant, an employee in the traffic department of the
State Railways, he was subject to the direct authority of the state.
And as he was a Proudhonist, an agitator among the peasantry and
guilty of holding a public memorial service in a Florentine cemetry
for the murdered Matteotti, he was a prime political suspect
Moreover, he had hostages to fortune — a wife and four children.
The road he walked during the Fascist Ventennio was necessarily
a dangerous one, and he walked it circumspectly for the sake of
his family. And he walked it in silence.
Born on the 11th of April, 1884, Jahier descends from an ancient
Waldensian family known in the Valley of the Chisone as " la
fam ille des Pasteurs et Capitaines Jahier
His father, a small
landowner in that valley, had sold his goods and moved to Florence
where he studied at the Waldensian Theological College. After
he was ordained, he married a converted Catholic ; and it was her
free and gracious personality which tempered the harsh Calvinism
from the paternal side of the author’s family.
Jahier began to write about 1909, contributing to such magazines
as La Riviera ligure and La Voce, which in Italy served the avantgarde prior to and during the First World War much as The Egoist
and The L ittle Review under Ezra Pound served the Anglo-American
avant-garde. Here were printed his first poems and the chapters
which go to make up Ragazzo (The Boy), which was finally published
in 1919. However, his first book to appear in volume form was
Gino Bianchi, a satire on bureaucracy, which was published in
1915. A further volume — the “ First Notebook” of Con me e
con gli Alpini, his war journal — appeared in 1919.
Three brief volumes, then. A very slim production. Yet on
the basis of it, enlightened Italian critical opinion has placed Jahier
among the first names in contemporary Italian fiction. And this
reputation was not solely a static personal conquest; it was, as
well, fecundating. Younger writers o f fundamentally different
temperament, such as Pratolini, can say to him : “ We all owe
everything to you ”. Jahier’s example taught them above all that
the beauty to be gained from the precise expression of the object
is more satisfying than swaddlings of rhetoric ; that, in fact,
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rhetoric distorts reality. This example is scarcely novel to us,
though it was and still is novel to the Italian writer and reader.
The phrase “ an Italian Joyce ” may smack of the catchpenny,
but the parallel between the two writers is so marked as to demand
expression. One is struck at once by a similarity in tone between
Ragazzo (The Boy) and A Portrait o f the Artist as a Young Man.
Both volumes are autobiographic in matter and lyric in treatment —
that is, the setting down a truthful account of the childhood and
youth of a writer and expressing this truth in terms of a subject
which is, to a greater or lesser degree, the author’s own conscience.
The similarity of tone which I have mentioned possibly derives
from the fact that both books were written about the same time
by writers of a generation which, on much the same grounds, had
called into question the artistic premises of their predecessors.
When we compare the style of the two writers, we note in both
a clarity of expression which is not impoverished by a fanatic
adhesion to the spoken language to the detriment of the accuracy
required in the artistic representation of the material. Common
to both writers is the adaptation of the style to the intellectual
levels of the Boy and of Stephen. There are some very strong
resemblances here, as, for example, Joyce’s “ When you wet the bed,
first it is warm then it gets cold ” and Jahier’s “ Saturday night
bath in the bidet where the youngest children let their warm weewee run o u t” . The formidable synthesised quality of the prose
towards the end of The Portrait we find also in The Boy. Thus,
the Boy, revisiting his childhood haunts in his young manhood,
discovers that his being a stranger to the preoccupations of a life
which he recollected as being the most delightful he had known
means that he is no longer himself but an artist, detached, yet bearing
the umbilical scar. And the Boy is, as it were, stricken dumb
when he meets his cousin and sees her treatment of Uncle
Bartelemy, his childhood mentor ; and the Boy’s portion o f the
dialogue, almost totally blank, is a triumph of technical audacity.
One thinks of the final sentence in Ivy Day in the Committee Room —
“ Mr. Crofton said that it was a very fine piece of writing
‘“ He’s always crying’ (runs this passage) ‘ that no one
loves him and that the property isn’t his any more.” . , .
‘ Le docteur ne veut rien ha donner, Tu sais, on a ce
mauvais docteur. . . ’
“ ‘ Tu vas etre sage, n'est ce pas, Ricou? ’ she says to her
son.
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Disappears. She’s made me tremble. I am in the room
with the faintly cobalt walls spotted with damp,, where the
oleographs of the four seasons fade on the wall. I see the
unmade bed and the horse-blanket draped over the chamber
pot and the knot-holes in the planks ; hot, sick air stagnates,
‘ Je crois qu'il a compris.'
‘ Va pourtant. . . . You see, I haven’t had time to clean;
up yet. I had to go in to town....... ’
‘ Qu’est-ce qu'il fa it Ricou ? II est si gamin ! ’
She leaves me alone in the hall : I stop on the threshold.
An old man is seated at the table, and swarms of flies share
the remains of his breakfast: breadcrumbs, two eggshells.
He rests his cheek in the palm of his hand, as though
sleeping ; the hair on his yellow chest curls out of his un
buttoned flea-filled shirt. He sighs deeply into his untidy
beard, his elbow slides on the table. Then he turns and in
that moment I see an earth-coloured face with pouchy skin,
two bewildered eyes come to rest on mine.”
Throughout Jahier’s book we find adumbrations of the monologue
interieur, which at times dissolve into first-person narration and then
revert to the third person.
Jahier’s novel, much less narrative than Joyce’s, is constructed
of a series of intense emotive instants so arranged as to give “ a
portrait of the artist ” — as a boy rather than as a young man.
Those characteristics common to narrative as we generally conceive
i t — variation of pace, the richness inherent in a multiplicity of
personages and events — are eschewed in favour of concentration
on the poetic moment. Thus, in the first chapter of The Boy,
“ His Father’s Death,” we begin with a thin narrative line — the
Boy called out of the classroom because his father has left the
house :
“ The fourth-former, caught up by the destiny of Miltiades
—sed in M iltiade. . . turn mira communitas, ut nemo tam
humilis esset cui non ad eum aditum pateret—started when
he heard his name, like one expecting to be called.
‘ A woman wants to see him.'
Then he grew pale and sped through the corridors, pen in fist.
* The master went out,' said the old housekeeper—but it’s
not my fa u lt; he seemed b etter; he seemed happy. I
didn’t want to let him go out, but what can a poor servant
do ? ”
The Boy rushes homeward through the streets in alarm, for his
father, a Protestant, pastor, had attempted suicide and the Boy is
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sure that he will tiy again. This time, “ A man came bringing
back the things that don’t help you to die : his old pencil, his
money noted on a slip of paper
And then the Boy, in a night
long vigil, reviews the family’s past, creating a picture of a father
tormented by “ the sin that shall not be forgiven
He ends his
threnody (the chapter is written in a highly synthesised prose —
not, despite it appearance on the page, in poetry) with a rejection
of the stern Calvinistic God who drove his father to suicide :
“ No.
I won’t be Yours, Lord.
I am yours, father, yours !
It’s true I am a liar.
Father, it’s true I have an evil heart —
but wait — just a little. . .
If only you had wanted to try again !
Why didn’t you at least wait a bit before
dying ?
Whispering at the shutters
now light steals through the slats of the shutters
now a room becomes visible
it is my room
now day comes on
day again
now day returns
here it is day, here it is day
and now the milkman will ring
father ! father ! ”
Jahier’s desire to present us with the intense poetic moments—
one recalls Joyce’s “ epiphanies ” — gives to his novel an overall
fragmentary effect which detracts, I believe, from its impact as a
whole. This would seem to have been a limitation common to
the Vocians as a group, and, as a consequence, however valid
individual books may be, one feels that they all fall just below the
highest international level though they may be the best contemporary
work that Italy can offer. And while I have begun with a JoyceJahier parallel, I must make it clear that I speak of tones, of style,
of experimentation and of subject matter. Jahier is a minor
Joyce.
The lyric quality of Joyce is tempered by the strength o f his
narrative line and by his character-drawing, Jahier’s by his irony..
Time and again when we are sure that Jahier has succumbed to the
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lyric, he recovers himself by the use of irony. Thus, in describing
the poverty of the Boy’s family after his father’s suicide, he pulls
himself up by the terrible definition of a philanthropist: “ Now,
a philanthropist is a man who helps those who fall in with the
pattern of his ideas
Or when the Boy repents fabricating
compositions for his schoolfellow, Carrera :
“ His whole soul dipped in plaint, the dying vine-stock
refreshed with rain, sending forth the new sucker.
But Carrera is no sucker ; he wants his composition.”
Jahier’s irony, apparent in The Boy, becomes dominant and
absolutely ferocious in Gino Bianchi — or, to give the volume its
full title, Bianchi geom. cav. Gino resultanze in merito alia vita e al
carattere, as who should say Bloom, Leopold, C.B.E., Results in
re his L ife and Character. The Joycean analogy once again im
presses one, for Gino Bianchi is Jahier’s homme moyen sensuel
as Bloom is Joyce’s ; and avowedly so. As the author explains
in his introduction to the volume, it is the bureaucratic class which
has reached the goal of democratic society — the minimal, but secure
life. It does not much matter that the bureaucrat often finds him
self unable to afford luxuries, that his vacations are marginal and
hard-won, that he must have his collars and cuffs turned and his
trousers-seat mended. No. He has his “ Small But Certain
Salary ” ; and his security, his pensions and bis perquisites attract
the envy of those who can, in favourable times, afford a small car.
The bureaucrat is the ideal that stands at the crest of the upward
march of democracy ; he is, as the author states, Homo normalis
Lumbrosi. And if you would make the masses content, give them
everything and yet give them nothing, you must bureaucratise :
“ Take up the cry of democratic civilisation for the SMALL
BUT CERTAIN SALARY.
Abolish the risk of loss, abolish the risk of gain.
Forbid a hard life. Bureaucratise.
Bureaucratise agriculture, bureaucratise commerce, bureau
cratise emigration.
Bureaucratise bureaucratisation.”
The book is presented in the form of interdepartmental memor
anda, with enclosures and graphs and the whole written in
officialese. Again Joycean analogies come to mind.
Gino Bianchi is a bureaucrat and wallows in the miasmas of a
bourgeois life. His intelligence, arrested by the bureaucratic
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function at a bureaucratic level, resembles Bloom’s ; it concerns
itself with reminding its possessor to enter the reserved best parlour
each month to tear last month’s leaf off the calendar, with the
intricacies of Article 59 — pensions — with the purchase of a necktie
labelled “ Magnetism,” with the thousand trivialities of daily life,
and even with literature, for Gino Bianchi specialises in the compo
sition of orotund obituaries. The following passage will indicate
his kinship to Bloom :
“ Gino Bianchi has dedicated a good part of his life to
Calendar Reform.
Much has been argued on the subject, but no one has
hitherto, I believe, grasped its scope.
Meanwhile, any public alarm in regard to it would be
unjustified.
If I interpret correctly the intentions of its Author, Calendar
Reform would leave the solar system intact.
It must be understood solely as conferring a greater pre
cision in the indication o f memorable dates.
Gino Bianchi was wont to expound it with a classical
example.
Take the date May 5th, which more or less lends itself to
the argument as it is the title of the homonymous ode composed
by our celebrated writer Alessandro Manzoni.
“ May 5th
Gino Bianchi observed that the title of this ode is incomplete.
Above all, the year is lacking.
“ May 5th, 1821”
The title of this ode is still incomplete.
What is lacking, now ? Come, come ; some one speak
up. What is still missing ?
Very well then, since no one has any notion, I shall have
to tell you.
The day of the week is missing ; that fateful Thursday,
May 5th, which could not have been anything but a Thursday,
is not indicated.
“ Thursday, May 5th, 1821 ”
‘ He was ; as though immobile. . . ’
Perhaps you do not immediately see the new horizons
opened by this discovery.
As for myself, I must confess that Napoleon Bonaparte’s
being defunct on Thursday, May 5th, 1821, appears to me
under a different light.
I realise, however, that the utility of this discovery will be
recognised tardily.
In this field, just as in the most modem branches of university
knowledge, it no longer suffices to invent something.
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One has done nothing if one has only invented something.
Once the thing has been invented, then you must invent
the use of knowing it.
But, after the principle has been admitted, the applications
are immense : all the historical dates of Europe will have
to be redone ; all the omissions in past texts will have to
be remedied in order to prevent future errors.
Family calculations of name-days and birthdays will have
to be set aside.
To which ends we have the :

PAST AND FUTURE CALENDAR
OF
MEMORABLE DATES
(up to the year 2000)
by means of which, given any date, one merely glances at
the columns in the Handbook for the proper day of the week
to appear, ineluctably, beside the date.
After Gino Bianchi’s 25,000 sums and 82,000 divisions,
even the future is hypothecated : everyone can now foresee
that if an event must take place, say on the 25th of June,
1990, that event must perforce occur on a Friday.”
But Bloom is a comic character, whereas Gino Bianchi is his
author’s butt. Joyce’s satire is not nearly so harsh as Jahier’s
which is sharpened by his inherited Calvinism and his social pre
occupations. If he comes close to: dehumanising his subject,
and I think he does, it is because he attacks not a person or a class
but a plexus of ideals which continually impoverish our society.
Humour is too blunt a weapon to lance the fester of evils without
dignity. The temper of his indignation is shown by his recourse
to images that medieval moralists adopted when discussing matters
that merited unambiguous opprobrium. Thus, lest we take the
funeral of the bureaucrat Giuseppe Ussa as solely comic, the author
closes with the caustic act of the horses in the cortege relieving
themselves : “ and a cloud of ammoniacal vapour pervades all
things
Jahier refuses us the refuge of charity or pity.
His rigorous morality, easily acceptable by a race that produces
a Swift, is not, as the reader may imagine, popular in Italy, where
a perverse scepticism, almost a mere cynical contrariness, is the
preferred arm of social, political and, magari, artistic censure.
Even critics well disposed to the author find it difficult to accept
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Gino Bianchi — the onslaught is too savage and, to tell the truth,
it undercuts their own ideals. Consequently they like to trace his
development from Gino Bianchi through The Boy to Con me e con
gli Alpini as a progress from savage indignation towards sweetness
and light and to tell us that the war opened him to charity and pity,
humanised him. But as The Boy was written prior to Gino Bianchi,
this view is the result of a deliberate falsification of dates, the reason
for which is not far to seek. The Italian critic does not welcome
any more than does the average Italian reader the satirist backed
by an inflexible morality. There is something disturbing about
him, he is too serious. The critics want to know why he can’t
be like Palazzeschi and mock everything lightly and without system.
Why pretend that there may exist a system of values against which
all persons and acts might be measured ? And this, too, is a point
of view with some worth.
But Jahier satirises mercilessly only when the subject demands
i t ; there is evidence enough in The Boy that he knows charity,
and it did not take the war to teach him th a t W hat the war did
give him was hope. Con me e con gli Alpini records the stamina
of goodness against corruption, self-seeking, hunger, misery,
stupidity, and bureaucratic oppression. The common soldier,
recruited from the class of people uncontaminated by bourgeois
ideals, who comes from **a poverty that does not make wars but,
if anything, revolutions," is the hero of the book. There is Private
Luigi Somacal, the company’s g o a t: “ Moron from birth and daylabourer until called up. Moron means neglected as a child,
underfed, ensavaged. Day-labourer means a worker-char, a
despised trade. His work consisted in being nothing, doing every
thing.” There is the wounded soldier who says ; " M i saria sta
p i conlento de poder morir, salo ; e anca adess, signor tenente,
saria p i contento de darghe la vita, basta che questa guera almanco
per i altri la podesse finire ”. There is Private Andriolo who
listens to his general say “ You shouldn’t let yourselves get tired.
Eritrea, China, Libya — I’ve been fighting too ; ten years without
let-up,” and in the silence which follows, Andriolo says, “ But
you, you’ve done your fighting as a general; and we’re just soldiers.”
Jahier’s poetic world is populated by ordinary people in those
moments which reveal themselves, their meanness, their charity,
their stupidity, their nobility. His experimentation — in word
coinages, in construction, in the use of the streain-of-consciousness,
in the synthesised prose style — is designed to concentrate his
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material so that it has the force of the direct experience. And this
derives, it would seem, from the author’s faith in the revealing
poetic moment, that which puts individual acts and states of mind
and heart in moral and social perspective in a luminous instant of
time.
As I have indicated above, I believe that the aesthetic of Jahier
limits rather than enlarges his treatment of his subjects. However
that may be, here is a writer with a clarity, an intensity, an honesty
possessed by few of his Italian contemporaries. And if his aesthetic
is too narrow to contain a major work — or even a work of some
length — his very brevity spares us that faint air of boredom that
emanates from the pages of nearly every Italian novelist, even from
those of so brisk and Americanised a writer as Cesare Pavese.

BEOWULF—THE MONSTERS
AND THE TRANSLATORS*
by HARVEY BLACK
“ W hat ho ! We’ve heard the glory of Spear-Danes, clansmen-Kings,
Their deeds of olden story, how fought the aethelings I ”
OT SINCE the famous Monsters and the Critics Academy
Lecture, by Professor Tolkien, has such an enjoyable attack
been aimed at the ‘ crinkum-crankum ’ of Beowulf dabblers, as in
the new translation by Edwin Morgan. Post-Tolkien commentators
have reverently paid homage to their acknowledged maestro, while
turning deaf ears, blind eyes and dumb faces to the implications of
his criticism. They continue to perpetrate the same monstrosities,
going whoopee over Sutton-Hoo while regretting that the sole
surviving Old English long poem should be a “ childish folk-tale

N

* B E O W U L F : A Verse T ranslation in to M o d em English by Edwin M organ
H an d an d Flow er Press, A ldington, K ent. 12/6.
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about monsters
If only it had been a nice typical story about
Ingeld or Finn ! If only Shakespeare had told us how many
children had Lady Macbeth !
Mr. Morgan lets the cat out of the bag as far as the Beowulf
translators are concerned, just as Professor Tolkien let the cat
out of the bag about the critics. Mr. Morgan’s introduction is
an anthology of the various attempts made to distort Beowulf into
a ‘ nice poem ’ in the Spenser-cum-Authorised-Version-cumTennyson-cum-Chinstrap tradition. It has often been suggested
that the high priests of literary studies ought to provide some
criteria of what they think first rate before their assertions about
secondary and tertiary works are taken seriously. What better
chance, than in translation,' could they have of setting before our
eyes their conception of the very stuff of poetry. What Ho ! Hmm !
Huhh ! Clear your throats (as Nashe would say) for it comes out
in veritable cartloads. Scott Moncrieff rattles his sark and Leonard
claims that he knew Beowulf when “ he was a little knave ” . Strong
tells us that the “ bairn of Ecgtheow his tiding thus gan tell : ‘ In
my youth full many a mellay and foray grim I tholed . . .
and
Kennedy sets out with his blithesome band, lacking even the enter
tainment value which was the saving grace of the pioneer trans
lation by Wackerbath, in 1849.
,
“ And ill I ween, though proved thy Might,
In Onslaught dire,and deadly Fight,
’Twill go with thee, if thou this Night
Dar’st wait for Grendel bold.”
In addition to his admirable clearing of the ground, Edwin Morgan
gives us a very readable verse translation, the first of its kind, since
the only possible working translation to date has been the prose
version by Clark Hall, as revised and corrected by Professors
Tolkien and Wrenn. ‘ Readable ’ however is far from doing justice
to Mr. Morgan’s rendering which, according to one correspondent,
is musically reminiscent of the heroic song Aillte, in the setting by
Mrs. Kennedy-Fraser. That the lilt of .heroic song should come
across so effectively in translation, and without the aid of any
musical scoring, says a great deal for the translator.
Beowulf must rank amongst the leading competitors for the title
of poem least read but most written about. Judging by R. W.
Chambers’ extensive bibliography, the Faerie Queene and the
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Prelude are poor seconds and thirds. The difficulty of reading
Old English tends to restrict the Beowulf public to those with a
University training in English Language. Here again it is more
than likely to share the fate of Villon’s Testament and be bisected,
with only the first half prescribed for study. Of course it is always
presumed by the syllabus architects that the intensive study of the
first half of a poem will make the student sufficiently enthusiastic
to read the second half for himself. However, this presumption
takes little account of the fact that a University literature course
is a continuous supply of threads to be followed up at a later date.
The fierce competition between them means that only an infinitesimal
percentage are ever followed up, and naturally the more ‘ difficult ’
threads, such as Old English poetry, which requires special con
ditions for study, tend to remain indefinitely as future projects.
One feels that there is a certain lack of balance in a programme of
studies which finds time for the learning and memorising of umpteen
hypotheses on the Finn episode, and the rival interpretations of
philological moot points, to the exclusion of the whole of the second
half o f the poem which has to be read briefly in translation or
summary. The student is not able to get his money’s worth from
the language specialists who are, for this short period of his life,
at his disposal.
The root of the trouble lies in the artificial gulf that has developed
between ‘ language ’ and ' literature ’. Originating in a perfectly
sound division of function, a type of professionalism has grown up
that makes the ‘ literateur ’ classify anything outside the field of
his rhapsodising as ‘ language stuff,’ and the philologist vice versa.
A well known Oxford legend tells of a Language Don who was
taunted by a confrere for having ‘ literature stuff ’ on his shelves.
He replied “ There are some good words in Spenser ! ”. On the
other side of the fence, in the ranks of those who treat philology
as *beyond the pale of civilised criticism,’ we find Edith Sitwell
pronouncing on the colour of Lady Macbeth’s and Cleopatra’s
vowels (she does not indicate what assumptions she makes about
the pronunciation of English sounds at the time of Shakespeare),
and the dulcet crooning Of Lord David Cecil extemporising on
Love's Labour's L ost— “ Isn’t Shakespeare wonderful! ”. In
Cambridge, where philology has been relegated to an optional
appendage, the ‘ aesthetic literati,’ left to their own devices, have
evolved a new canon of English Literature, endorsed with the
trade mark of Leavis & Leavis, and expounded from time to time
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in its parish magazine, Scrutiny. In the course of their ‘ de
valuations,’ the writers in Scrutiny have discovered ‘ The Great
Tradition
It begins with Jane Austen and ends with D. H.
Lawrence.
In such academic surroundings the student is unlikely to get the
best assistance, either with the technical business of understanding
the literal meaning of such a poem as Beowulf, or with his early
attempts to arrive at a just estimate of its place in English Literature.
However there have been and are bright spots on the horizon.
Ezra Pound’s rendering of the Seafarer marked the beginning of
a new era for those fragments of Old English poetry which survive.
He transformed them again to the realm of poetry, from the realm
of the antiquarian and the quaint. Dr. E. J. Dobson, the foremost
expert in English phonology, though he is no admirer of Pound,
has stated that the latter’s Seafarer gives about the best representation
in Modem English of what Old English verse sounds and feels like.
This was not so much a feat of translation as o f creation. Pound
himself remarked that Ovid could not have been given to the English
reader (as it was given by Arthur Golding), without the previous
intervention of Chaucer. Edwin Morgan quotes Wackerbath as
saying (1849) that though Beowulf could not then be rendered into
any verse form remotely resembling the original, the future develop
ment of English verse might one day make possible a translation
into alliterative metre. It was this development of English verse
in which Pound was perhaps the greatest pioneer, that made possible
not only his own translation of the Seafarer, but the material with
which future translators could work.
In his introduction, Mr. Morgan makes extensive acknowledge
ment of his debt, giving a summary of the development of the four
stress line, with examples from the work of T. S. Eliot, Auden and
Eberhart. He points out that whereas translators are normally
limited by the poetic medium current in their own time, the majority
of contemporary translators of Beowulf have not even tried to use
the poetic medium of their own time. In fact they betray a blissful
ignorance of any developments in English verse that have taken
place since the days of William Morris. Their translations have
been from Old English into not-so-old-English.
It is good to find that another member of the academic fold has
refused to accept the artificial but conventional gulf which separates
‘ philology ’ and *literature ’. Edwin Morgan puts a wealth of
linguistic knowledge at the service of one of the greatest of English
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poems, so that he can assert, on the poetic level, the claim of Beowulf
to be read as poetry, not just examined as archaeology, a folk-tale
analogue or an exercise in language. What could be more relevant
to the guardians of a small, retreating civilization, than the fears
and laments of a great people as they see their homesteads, the
dwellings of men, ominously threatened by the ever-encircling
darkness of extinction.
Few shall be the hands
That are spared the grasping of the dawn-cold spear,
The fists that must brandish i t ; and no harp-melody
Shall waken warriors, but the swarthy raven
Ready above the doomed shall be rich in discourse,
And shall speak to the eagle of his own feast-faring
When he and the wolf become thieves of the dead.
The Beowulf poet knew only too well that these fears were well
founded. He was writing at the end of an age, at the end of a
public age where the song of the minstrel had been heard from the
mead-benches and treasure distributed to the company in hall.
He was writing at the beginning of a private age, when treasure
was buried and civilisation limited to the memories a man could
carry in his own solitary wanderings.
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THE RELIGIOUS TREND IN
GERMAN DRAMA OF TO-DAY
by G. GUDER
HE suffering, despondency and confusion of thought in Germany
in the years 1945-1952 differed very considerably from that
of 1925-1933, because they were exacerbated by the shattering
impact of the second world war upon a population already strung
up to severe tension by a totalitarian regime. One result o f the
dissolution of the Third Reich was to release ideas and feelings
which had been suppressed, and grave doubts and lack of beliefs
soon came out into the open. Out of the uncertainty of the times
and the fact that it was impossible to foresee what future develop
ments were likely to be, came a new conception of man in dramatic
literature. This is a type of man possessing the ability to cope
with and dominate any of the prevailing uncertainties, spiritual or
material, social or political. This new conception of man is em
bodied in all the dramas of recent years that are likely to have
lasting value, and many specifically involve consideration of man
in relation to God and to his fellow-men. It has come to this,
that only one choice lies before man ; to attain freedom he must
submit to God, or become the creature of his own instincts. That
is a choice that man must make if he is to maintain his human
dignity. Most of the dramatists have chosen God, for they hold
that true ‘ Humanitas ’ is closely linked with the divine.
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The most pessimistic indictment of a world of war is found in
Wolfgang Borchert’s Draussen vor der Tiir {Outside, before the
door), a play without love and full of hatred and sadness. In
the prologue, God Himself is brought upon the stage as a feeble
old man who can do nothing but weep over a world where nobody
believes in Him and which He cannot alter. This drama shows the
depths to which despondency and war can drive man. Its religious
content is negative, unhelpful, and the God it portrays is a caricature
of the patriarchal Jehovah.
The old gods of Greece provide the religious aspect in Hans
Joachim Haecker’s Der Tod des Odysseus {The death o f Odysseus).
The older generation of worshippers and believers is represented
by Odysseus, now old and feeble, but still clinging to all the old
shibboleths. For him the younger generation now in control
of Ithaca has no use. Even the Grotto of the Nymphs where
Odysseus saw and spoke with Athene is to be used as a storehouse
in the new harbour-enlargement scheme proposed by the young
iconoclasts. Odysseus is mocked and derided, and the old gods
do not seem to care. The violation of the guest-right finally spurs
Odysseus to find the strength to avenge all the slights and insults
and the blasphemy. With a supreme effort he calls on the Gods
as he strings the great bow “ Ye gods, I call on you ! I call down
curses ! Hear me, ye strong ones 1 Not because of Odysseus
and not because of the outrage. . . but Justice, ye Gods, but Justice
and Statute, set up amongst men and by men dashed to pieces.. . .
Hear me, Immortals 1 Hear me !- I lie and cry, accusation. . .
powerless 1” He is their willing and successful tool, but “ He
whom they use as a tool, burns to ashes. Their rule is harsh.
Veneration is befitting for Man.” The drama is a warning not to
despise the gods even though they may seem to be asleep.
One of the most widely read books in Germany is Wir sind
Utopia by Stefan Andres, who created a dramatic version under the
title Gottes Utopia. Here is set forth the contrast between the
man with free will and the one who has become an automaton
carrying out orders superimposed by power from above. In spite
o f confession and absolution for the sin of mishandling the nuns,
Don Pedro does not hesitate to carry out the order to shoot all the
prisoners-of-war in his charge — “ like an automaton ” — though,
as he tells the priest, Paco, who has just absolved him, the deed is
against his will. Thus he is aware of the conflict but cannot choose
to act according to his belief. For such a step one must be a
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hero, or have exceptional grace from above — perhaps both.
Such heroism as it entails is too much to ask from a man — for
“ we are all sinners ”. In contrast to Don Pedro’s weakness is
Paco’s strength of decision, right up to the moment when he is
“ converted ” and acquiesces in Don Pedro’s deed. Paco, once a
monk in the monastery now used as a prison camp during the
Spanish Civil War, and now himself a renegade and a prisoner-ofwar, had intended to kill Don Pedro ; he had the instrument and
the opportunity; he willed his deed and was obedient to the
impulse ; then came the “ angel between them ” and he could
not do it. Thus the confession and absolution as a sacrament
makes no perceptible difference to Don Pedro; he remains the same
as before. Only Paco is altered ; he cannot escape his fate as
God’s tool, yet he perceives that the religious act cannot, of itself,
alter the world. When he was a young monk, twenty years before,
he had built, round a stain on the wall of his cell, a fantasy of an
island Utopia “ of the eight Beatitudes and the vine of Dionysus ”.
Here the Christian and the heathen religions flourished side by
side. Their fruits were the same, and many of the inhabitants,
including Paco, visited both the Christian church and the temple
of Dionysus. Now he has returned to that very cell with its stainfleck, only to realise how much he deceived himself. In his speech
to his fellow-prisoners at the end of the drama can be traced his
change of mind. “ We are all on our w ay. . . to discover the happy
isle of Utopia. But it does not ex ist! And if it did, you would
not find God there. God does not go to Utopia. H e comes down
to this tear-stained earth and shares our poverty, our hunger, our
doubt. But we must die to grasp wholly that we are God’s —
God’s Utopia.” This change of attitude comes suddenly and
surprises even Paco himself. Right up till then his efforts had been
all in the opposite direction. He had fled the monastery in a desper
ate endeavour to encompass freedom ; and freedom is one of the
main themes on which he dwells. Now he finds that the freedom
which is his is not so much man’s free choice as man’s being chosen
as God’s instrument. Paco’s conversion and subsequent inability
to carry out the murder of Don Pedro and the freeing of the
prisoners arises from his being suddenly inwardly overpowered
by the sense of God’s mercy. He “ draws the last cheque on love ”
when he spares Don Pedro. It may, however, be asked whether
it would not have been a deed of even greater love to liberate the
two hundred prisoners and save their lives. It might have been
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expedient that one man should die. for the many. Which is the
greater love — to avoid using force, but to give absolution from
sin, and allow the prisoners to be put to death, or to use force and
give them life and earthly freedom ? Indeed the actual murder
of Don Pedro was not absolutely necessary ; less drastic action
could have produced the same result. In any case, is a conversion
necessary to bring about Paco’s choice? And is his choice a truly
Christian one ? Paco himself, when discussing confession, says
to Don Pedro — “ But if you want to know what I think about it,
in my eyes it is not the sacrament that is opus operation but, if one
can say so, God Himself”. Absolution be seems to view only as
a psychological comfort If it were not so, he would not have asked
Don Pedro to keep the prisoners, whom he absolves, in ignorance
of their intended fate to the very last minute. Thus he apparently
thinks it better to spare his comrades a few minutes’ anguish in
the face of death, than to warn them so that they can make their
peace with God. So we have the spectacle of one representing
Christian freedom, yet valuing it so little that he keeps this supreme
moment from his comrades. Surely it would have been preferable
for Paco to have remained true to his original intention. Another
problem of this work is the ambiguity of the Christian teaching of
Paco’s old father-confessor Padre Damiano, from whose views seem
to have come many of Paco’s religious ideas for his island Utopia.
Father Damiano’s stories, which Paco regards as purely Christian,
are derived — as the confessor takes a delight in telling him later—
from the teachings of Taoism, Buddhism and Mohammedanism,
and his one summing-up is “ Everything is yours, but you are
God’s
According to him we should believe, not because of
divine revelation, but because our heart recognises it is so, “ Here
is the way, the truth, the life
Yet the truth of the Gospel remains
free from any sanction bestowed upon it by the human heart, life,
or reason ; the fact that it is revealed is the criterion which baffles
reason. Amongst Father Damiano’s various teachings are many
which are clever and sensible but not truly Christian in the Catholic
sense of the word. For Stefan Andres the Church and the
Sacraments seem to have no higher value than their psychological
or social function. There is no transcendental truth; all religions
are the same, and only one fact is irrefutable “ God is Love, and
whoso abideth in Love abideth in God, and God in him ” . Though
Father Damiano thus quotes scripture, the way in which this
sentence is used, and the seductive partial truth by which it is fol53
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lowed completely ignore the crucial point of Christianity. Christ’s
name occurs, and with reverence, but Christ Himself is passed over
as intercessor. At best He is a prototype of true relation to God
and everyone who has succeeded in recognising reality is on an
equal footing with Him. Reality takes possession of us only
slowly and with much suffering, but finally if we become “ its skin,
its measure, its form, we can say ‘ I am the truth ’ and we say *I
am free,’ for Christians are no different from other men ” .
That the Christian is different from other men is shown in the
poetic drama by Max Mell, Der Nibelmge Not. This is the ancient
legend of the Nibelungs with its gorgeous tapestry shot through
with the black threads of tragic compulsion, of horror, guilt and
evil. Kriemhild, obsessed by the desire for revenge for Siegfried’s
death, pulls her world around her into ruins. Hagen, Siegfried’s
murderer, realises that, if his evil deed has made another human
being so evil as Kriemhild has become, he must atone for it by
his own life. The Christian ethic is represented by Dietrich von
Bern who, though beaten and dispossessed o f his kingdom and
bereft of his sons by Etzel (Attila), yet conquers his resentment
and serves Etzel faithfully, thereby changing the character and out
look of those whom and with whom he serves. The drama ends
with Etzel, sickened of the world of intrigue and revenge, going
back to the freedom of his nomadic life on the Steppes, and
Dietrich follows with him.
The theme of leading man back from the chaos in which he wanders,
to God who is Wisdom and Love, can clearly be traced in the
three most recent dramas of Carl Zuckmayer — Des Teufels General
(The Devil’s General), Barbara Blomberg, und Der Gesang im
Feuerofen (The Paean in the Fiery Furnace). Des Teufels General
was one of the plays most often performed in Germany immediately
after the second world war. It shows the conflict between the dic
tates of the Absolute State and the conscience of the individual.
Harras has taken the post as General of the Luftwaffe because he
loves flying, although ideologically he is opposed to the N aas.
This conflict is his undoing. The young idealist, Lieutenant
Hartmann, becoming doubtful of the ideology with which he has
been indoctrinated and for which he is called upon to fight, asks
Harras “ Do you believe in God ? ” . Harras answers “ I don’t
know. I have never come face to face with Him. But that was
my fault. I did not want to face Him. He would have set a
decision before me — and that I wanted to avoid.” The most
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controversial figure in the drama is the engineer Oderbruch. He
is responsible for the sabotage of the planes, because he is a member
of the underground resistance movement. Therefore he is guilty
of the murder of all those who flew in them. In his great need to
strive for the good, he finds that the only way out of his predicament
is through deeds that are in themselves evil. Harras at least atones
for his errors in the eyes of the world by taking the flight in a faulty
plane, from which he knows he will not return ; but Oderbruch
remains a tragic figure like Orestes after his mother’s murder.
He brings the heaviest sacrifice, for he has made himself guilty
with the guilty, to break their power. For that reason, at the end
of the drama, Zuckmayer shows him as saying “ Forgive us our
debts . . . and deliver us from evil ”. Here is a play that succeeds
in showing man’s inner needs by no rigid classification of the
characters into good and evil. The question of guilt is shown
in all its complication, and we see that it is almost inevitable for
everyone to be in some way implicated in the guilt, for fate and
guilt are one.

The European at Table

INSTINCT, NOT CALORIES—
SOME ITALIAN DISHES
by ROBIN ADAIR
HILE the politicians at home are quarrelling about the merits
W
of some of the positively poisonous chemicals which, under
the auspices of this or that Government, have been forced down our
unwilling throats, mixed up in our daily (National) bread, butter,
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and even, by means of their horrible fertilisers in the simplest leaf
of salad or of cabbage, the Traveller, returned from some delicious
excursion abroad, will have seen how the natives of the countries
visited go peacefully on their way, trusting to the age-old wisdom
of their wives, cooks, housekeepers ; safe in the knowledge that
their diet has always been well balanced, normal, and that they
will not have to rush to the chemist to buy the expensive antidotes,
in the form of pills and ampoules, which become necessary to
counteract the evil influence of the scientist.
Calories, vitamins, proteins. . . awful words which ought not
to be used. They imply a taught science, when it should be a
natural habit — natural even to people who cannot read and
write, of whom, thank God, there are still some examples. But
these people can cook, and cook the right things for their children.
They do it instinctively like the cat, who, feeling “ out o f sorts,”
goes and eats some special grass in the garden. As for the actual
meals, a comparison would not be odious but ludicrous. The
humblest Latin peasant with his bowl of vegetable soup, his
omelettes, salads and cheese, the bottle of rough red wine, fruit
from his own garden, has dined, has enjoyed one more quotidian
pleasure, and has absorbed his full quota of the essential aliments
necessary for the health and happiness of the individual, and
therefore the well-being of the nation.
One can of course hear all the old arguments : " Italian
cooking ? H ’m (or “ Pah 1”) Disgusting. Oil and garlic and
starch.” They certainly consume a vast quantity of pasta of which
I believe there are ninety-nine varieties ; but since there are also
as many, and probably more, different methods, sauces, trimmings
with which they are prepared, one can hardly call it monotonous
and if it is true that an average Italian eats eleven miles of pasta
in a year, this starchy way is more than adequately relieved by the
fish, vegetables, fresh salads, innumerable cheeses and, of course,
an infinite variety of the most perfect f ru it; also, let us not forget
that “ le vin est un aliment ”.
For those of us who have enjoyed the delights of an Italian
holiday, here are some reminders of the lovely food we shall have
encountered. Perhaps, like Tchekov, it was in Venice, where
. . . " In the evening we ate Scampi, drank wine, and went out in
a gondola. I remember our black gondola swayed softly in the
same place while the water faintly gurgled under it, then it glided
off with feminine grace, smoothly and majestically as though it
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were alive.” Charming picture, for which I am indebted to Mr.
E. H. Tattersall’s enchanting book Europe at Play, which must
be reprinted.
The Scampi (Langoustines, Dublin Bay Prawns) we can achieve
and they are at their best quite plainly cooked, in the first place,
in a court-bouillon — stock made with onion, carrot, garlic, bouquet
of thyme, parsley, bay-leaf, fennel, salt and pepper, a tablespoonful
each of wine, vinegar and white wine. Cover with sufficient cold
water, bring to the boil and simmer, for fifteen minutes or so, in
order to flavour the stock before putting in the Scampi (or, for that
matter, any other fish or shellfish) to poach for ten to fifteen minutes,
according to size and quantity. Remove from the court-bouillon,
drain a little, then as quickly and carefully as possible remove the
delicate flesh, keeping all the “ tails ” undamaged.
Amongst the endless varieties of completed dishes of Scampi,
one of the most popular in Italy is en Risotto. The rice, first
fried dry in olive oil, is seasoned with salt, pepper and a pinch of
saffron. Twice its volume of liquid — in this case the original
court-bouillon — is added and the rice, covered with a buttered
paper and a lid, is cooked for about fifteen minutes until all the
liquid has been absorbed, leaving the grains dry and firm. Now
cook the shellfish carefully in olive oil for a few minutes ; put the
rice in a hot serving dish, place the tails on top and pour over a
sauce of your choice — tomato, cheese-flavoured Bechamel, etc.
An excellent one is the Sugo, corresponding to a basic French jus
or coulis : chop together one or two chicken livers, a small slice
of any available cooked meat — veal, ham, mutton or game or
poultry. Put into a saucepan with a mixture of carrot, onion,
garlic, tomato, mushroom and as many herbs as you can muster —
parsley, thyme, bay-leaf, fennel, dill, maijorum ; any or all of
these. Moisten with about a dessert-spoonful of olive oil, adding
salt and pepper. Toss over the fire for a few minutes, then add a
little sprinkling of flour, stirring it in ; let it gently brown before
adding a small glass of dry white wine or diluted sherry and about
the same amount of stock. Bring to. the boil, then simmer gently
until the sauce thickens and all the ingredients have, so to speak,
“ melted ” into it. Squash, with the back of a wooden spoon,
through a fine sieve or strainer and keep hot until required.
Note.—I have given this recipe for various reasons. The Sugo
is a most useful basic affair and can be served with innumerable
things; any of the different pasta, or grilled things such as fish
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or legs of chicken. Also, one can use skins and seeds of tomatoes
which, I hope, we all save : trimmings of mushrooms, bacon rinds
and all sorts of oddments and scraps. To finish with the Scam pi:
one of the most delicious and very simple dishes is that of Scampi,
sauce tartare. The original cooking is the same, right up to the
frying — at the last possible moment — of the tails in oil. Drain
them well on absorbent paper and serve, piping hot and garnished
with fried parsley ; the tartare sauce — mayonnaise in which we
lightly beat chopped gherkins, parsley, tarragon, capers — served
separately. The sceptical could try this out in one famous Soho
restaurant where it is prepared to perfection.
Alas, little space is left but we could take a quick, asmodeous
flight from the Adriatic to the Mediterranean and peer at some
kitchens on the Ligurian coast. A delicious, made in a flash,
hors d’oeuvre — anchovies Ligure. The best, flat anchovies in
oil removed from the tin and arranged in the dish. Have ready a
good deal of parsley and marjoram chopped and pounded into the
oil with pepper and a few finely chopped walnuts. Pour over the
fillets, garnish with a few of the herbs just roughly chopped and
serve hot Melba toast separately. Muscoli alia Genovese : Remove
the mussels from shells — note : do this over a bowl or pan,
saving shells and juice which will serve as a basis for a fish soup —
sprinkle with salted and peppered flour and fry in boiling oil.
Drain thoroughly and serve as quickly as possible with this sauce
served separately : chop together sweet basil and parsley and pound
with a little garlic — to taste, but do not over-power the fragrant
sweet basil — add pepper, grated parmesan cheese and sufficient
butter which you work in. Finally enough olive oil, drop by drop,
to make a smooth homogeneous “ointment,” in fact, it is more of
a beurre than a sauce, somewhat similar to the familiar beurre
Mattre d’Hotel. Needless to say it, also, can be used with many
other things and other shellfish— cockles, oysters, scallops, etc.,
and can be served in the same way.
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OTHER MEN’S STARS
by DESMOND STEWART
“ 'VT'our boat leaves to-night ? ”
1 Having done his duty to the two young men from Rome, the
Consul showed them to his door. Contacts with civilisation were
pleasant, but they were also irksome. In these parts one so soon
became rusty, bucolic. “ This afternoon you should visit our
soothsayer. People come to our island from as far as Egypt to
consult him."
He watched them saunter down the hill, then with a hiccup
returned to his own lunch.
The Consul’s wine had been plentiful, and in the second best
restaurant on the island the two travellers in silence ate lunch.
The mountain wine was heavy, viscous stuff, the day intolerably
moist, the shimmering slopes of white rock above them monotonous
and like every other Greek island. They were both beginning to
tire of their travels.
“ We might as well visit the soothsayer afterwards,” said the
slender one, whose dark eyes and thin delicate face hinted he could
be cruel and kind within the minute, fluctuatingly, like a cat. “ Or
must you take a siesta every day ? ”
Though good friends, the long voyage in the eastern Mediter
ranean had begun to strain their friendship. Each hid insults
behind apparent innocence ; the thin one’s were the sharper.
“ Am I the lazy one ? ” asked the other. “ But I disbelieve in
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magic. What soothsayer ever told anything useful ? ”
“ One warned my uncle he would be murdered,” said the other.
“ Or so my aunt swears.”
His friend smiled. “ Women always swear when they are in
doubt.”
But when they had eaten and the table was cleared, and the long
afternoon lay before them and the evening, before their boat
would leave, the pair decided that a visit to the magician might
give them something to talk about later. In reality, it was the thin,
slight one who decided, though his stronger friend remained un
aware of how he had been led. It was as though it was his own
idea. “ We’ve seen the ruins. The hotel is sure to be flea-ridden.
It is better to do something. There’s nothing to do on board,
except sleep.”
The town had narrow oriental streets, only broadening here and
there for a public building, a law court or a place of worship. In
the afternoon the shops were closed, owners and customers alike
asleep. The soothsayer’s address led them to a small courtyard,
dark and mysterious and full of scratching hens. They climbed
rickety stairs, pushing past grubby infants.
On the third floor,
a black lamb frisked with a turkey. On the fourth, hung a wooden
crescent moon covered in yellow p a in t; around it on wires dangled
stars. There was a smell which was not garlic. A bead curtain
parted.
'* You wish to see the master ? ”
A lad in a loose gown stared at them, and only moved when
given a coin. Then he moved quickly, and as quickly returned.
“ He will see you, seeing as you are foreigners. Otherwise he
only sees clients at night.”
The magician’s consulting room must once have been a handsome
place, stretching right across the tenement and having a large open
window from which the one mountain was visible, and to its right
the harbour and the blazing sea. But an atmosphere of muddle
and filth mixed with the globes, astrolabes, pigeons, bats and
cooking had spoiled the intentions of the architect. Oriental
stuffs hung in the corners so that the room no longer seemed square
or finite, but with the aid of mirrors expanded and diminished in
every direction. It was a confusing place.
“ Welcome,” the magician said, perfunctorily. “ Which of you
young gentlemen will be first ? ” He was old and bulky, with a
hook nose and a turban stuck with fake but brilliant jewels.. His
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golden shoes glinted when he moved. His bright eyes, a hundred
years younger than his long hennaed beard, quizzed them in the
way such people do, inwardly prophesying how much they would
pay.
“ My friend will be first,” said the sensitive, cruel one. “ He
is impatient. But we’ll not be overcharged, I warn you.”
The magician smiled with yellow teeth. “ Ah, my young friend,
you must not give me clues about you both. Or you will say that
my divination is merely mind reading.” He smiled, then ceased
to smile, turning to his business. “ Sit here, young Sir.” In the
centre of the room was a high spindly tripod ; underneath its small
triangular seat a dish fumed. The boy pulled a curtain covered
with planets and human eyes, and the su m m e r afternoon was shut
away. Lights of an eerie yellow and green flickered from trans
parent jars. The stolid young man sat on the tripod in a yellow
mist, then held out his hand.
“ No, the other,” said the soothsayer, clutching greedily, as
though the hand held gold. Then he all but recoiled ; and he held
the hand as though it might harm him, gingerly.
“ But this is not the hand of an ordinary man.” His voice
quavered, as though he had been deceived. “ You are no mere
tourist, travelling with a school friend. You are a great man,
you are . . . a general, a victorious general.” He shouted “ More
light, more lig h t! ” to his assistant, who ran as though in a race
round the great apartment, lighting tapers as he went The room
was now radiant and weird. “ Now I discern better. Young
man, you are fortunate, the darling of fate. You will be a general
to rule over generals. You will be a prince to rule over princes.
You will be married to a princess. Your children will be kings.”
And in an ecstasy of abasement he bent and kissed the young and
sturdy palm, his eye whites glinting in the candle rays. Then he
added, “ And best of all, you will die respected, a rare thing for
people as powerful as you will be.”
The future general got up, and moved carefully among the lights
to his friend’s side. “ Now it is your turn,” his voice was strained.
“ Perhaps you’ll be a professor, if I am to be a general.” He was
a. young officer ; his friend a student of philosophy.
But the young philosopher shrank away, envious despite his
philosophy, tortured by sudden jealousy for this strong, healthy
friend of his, his better in every athletic enterprise, only in the
feeble things of the intellect inferior.
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" I t ’s all rubbish. How can you take it seriously ? You can
see the lights are just saltpetre. Let’s get back to the ship. I
have my diary to complete.”
But the wizard’s boy, demonaic in these pestering lights, dragged
him to the tripod with a force that could not be resisted. Years of
doubt, hope, fear, self-suppression quivered on the young man’s
pallid cheek ; distrust twisted his lips. The magician reading
well the jealousy he felt for his stronger friend’s good fortune drew
at his hand with an insane chuckle, held it up in the light’s flare,
scrutinised it, and then with a dramatic suddenness, fell prostrate
on the floor before him, in the attitude worshippers assume, who
press their foreheads on the bare stone. In a strangled murmur
came his voice:
“ But you, Augustus, you will be a god.”
That night, as the ship slipped from the harbour, and the island
with its one town and one mountain receded in a blur o f lights,
the young Roman wrote a letter to his sister, sitting on the deck
in the full moonlight, hardly requiring the aid of the oil lamp, so
brightly did the moon light up the sea and ship. Near him Agrippa,
the future general, lay on a pile of cushions, listening to the songs
of the sailors at the oars. The ship passed the point, and the huge
sails caught the impetus of the night wind, billowed and became full.
“ And so I am persuaded,” he wrote, “ that there is more truth
in these superstitions than the sceptics admit. F or never before
have I had such an experience, nor known a man to whom the
secrets of the future, mysterious and improbable as they may be,
are more open.” And for the first time, half playfully, Octavius
signed himself on the wax tablets, in large letters, Augustus Caesar.
But as to the promised divinity, he remained silent.
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LETTERS
To the Editor of The European.
From Lady Redesdale.
Sir,
I wrote the following letter to the Scottish Sunday Express after
reading a paragraph in their issue of 28th June 1953 under the
title “ Politics and Personalities ” by Cross Bencher.
To the Editor of the Scottish Sunday Express.
Sir,
I could not believe my eyes when I read the assertion of Cross
Bencher concerning the outbreak of war in 1939, “ Britain was
determined to fight. And the British would have been a wiser
people if they had decided instead to let Germany and Russia
fight it out. Isolationism . . . was the best policy.”
These were the very words and the very sentiments which landed
a thousand loyal British subjects in prison for the duration of the
war. I am waiting to see what happens to Cross Bencher !
Nothing, of course, as everyone now agrees with these ideas, too
late alas!
Yours faithfully,
S. Redesdale.
My letter was not printed and the usual courtesy of an
acknowledgment from the Editor was also omitted.
I am not really surprised as it is not popular to revive memories
of the time when the Habeas Corpus and Magna Carta were no
longer in use in England and the years when imprisonment without
trial was quite usual. I must say it is interesting to find these
opinions on the war, which were then considered so wicked,
published without comment in the Sunday Express, so much are
they now taken for granted.
Yours faithfully,
Sydney Redesdale.
Inch Kenneth,
Gribun,
Isle o f Mull.

28//i July 1953.

To the Editor of The European
Sir,
In your last issue Mr. Douglas suggested that the Nationalists
in the Six Counties are represented in proportion to their numbers
because they still hold 12 seats in the Belfast Parliament, as they
did in the first two Parliaments, when proportional representation
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was in force. In those early years many Nationalists still believed
in Lloyd George’s promise that partition was to be “ temporary ”
and they had not experienced sufficiently long the life of a minority
people under a Tory government. Then proportional representa
tion was abolished (and the “ arranging ” of constituencies begun.
I have before me the Times of 12th February, 1949, giving the
results in 48 of the 52 constituencies (4 were declared later). Of
these only 28 were contested ; in the remaining 20 the proposing
of a Nationalist candidate would have been futile because of that
“ arranging” of which I gave details in my article. Under pro
portional representation there would have been a vote for all and
many more seats awarded to Nationalist representatives.
I am accused of restricting attention to “ specially selected
constituencies”. I selected County Fermanagh as a glaring example
of a majority of Nationalists receiving a minority of seats. It was
Mr. Douglas who selected County Tyrone, where the Nationalists
topped the poll and were therefore entitled to their three seats. It
was again Mr. Douglas who “ specially selected ” the country
constituencies of Fermanagh for irrelevant comparison with the
densely populated city constituency o f St. Anne’s.
If it is “ absurd ” to describe the Six Counties as a “ police State ”
Mr. Douglas might enlighten us as to why it requires 3,000 regular
police and 9,000 “ specials ” to maintain law and order among a
little over one million people. In Britain, with a proportionately
smaller police force, it has never been necessary in peace time to
introduce special powers. There is no comparison, either, between
the powers of imprisonment without trial exercised in the Six
Counties and those in the Republic, where even members of the
illegal I.R.A. are charged and tried.
I conceded the differences of racial origins, of religion, and of
political allegiance between the majority o f people in the Six and
the Twenty-six Counties. The same racial differences have been
no barrier to Scottish unity ; Mr. Douglas does not dispute my
figures pertaining to Protestants and Catholics nor my facts con
cerning the fair treatment the former have received at the hands
of the latter in the Republic. Politically, there was a wide gulf
between those who wished all Ireland to be independent o f Britain
and those who wanted all Ireland to remain under British rule.
No Irish man or woman wanted the impossible compromise of a
foot in either camp. Who shall decide which road Ulster shall
take ? Mr. Douglas, as an Ulsterman, may say, “ The people of
Ulster.” Then let it be the people of all Ulster, that historic pro
vince of nine counties and not six. For preference, let it be the
people of all Ireland, a geographical and historical entity, declaring
their will in a simple plebiscite, without disenfranchisement in
“ arranged ” and unopposed constituencies. That is true democracy:
it is also sound statesmanship.
Yours, etc.,
G. V.
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